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Unidentified flying objects (UFOs) have been & source of concern, !
anxiety, and ridicule for more than three decades in the United States, and |
for centuries on a global scale. The question in the case of UFOs is mot i

“hether there 1s other intelligent life fn the universe, but whether it has
Visited Eacth, and Lf not, then what accounts for the thousands of reports

© of strange lights and phenoens which seem to have 20 other explanation?
Although the number of reports tn the medta about UFOs has dvindled tn re-
cent years, the film “Close Encounters of the Third Kind" rekindled interest

| in the UFO debate for a short tine, and the movie "E.T. == the Extracer-
| restrial” refocused attention on the possible existence of other intelligent

| life in the universe.

1 This report is an updated edition of the 1976 CRS study by the same

| Cite, an atte averted on shat ha happened ince She s-18TO" dn cerns
| of 0.5. Governaent. involvement in solving the UFO puzzle, and information

that has been released under the Freedom of Information Act.
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In addition to discussion about UFOs in general, there have been theories |
advanced that much of our present day knowledge, and indeed our evolution itself,

was helped along by aliens. This “ancient astronaut” philosophy and that of the

Bermuda Triangle are discussed briefly in ax appendix. They are only of peri-
pheral faportance to a discussion of UFOs and are fncluded only because they also

deal wich allen visits fo Earth.

|
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. I. WHAT IS A UFO?

A. DEFINITIONS

A UFO 1s an aerial phenomenon of object which Ls unknown oF appears
out of the ordinary to the observer.

, U.S. Ate Force 1/

A UFO Ls a soving aerial or celestial phenomenon, detected visually
oc by radar, but whose nature 1s not immediately understood.

Carl Sagan
stom. Ketrononer and Biologtst 2/

A URO 1s any reported aerial or surface visual sighting of radar
Tatura uhich regains unexplained by conventionel means even after
examination by competent persons. J. Allen Hynek

Astronoser and Project.
Blue Book Consultant 3/

The most commonly used definition of a UFO is expressed tn both the Ar

Force and Sagan definitions and encompasses the vast files of sightings that

elther have or have not been later identified as natural phesomena—12,097

from 1947 to 1967. Hynek's definition is more precise since it covers only

those that, after fnvestigation, still resain unidentified and are thought by

some to be spaceships fron other uorlds=—697 from 1947 to 1967. &/

1/ U.S. Ar Force. Alda to Tdeatification of Flying Objects. Washington,
D.C., U.S. Gove. Princ. OFf., 1968. p. 28.

, 2/ Encyclopedia Americana, 1967, p. 43.

| 3/ Hynek, J. Allen. White Paper on UFOs. Christian Science Monitor,

i May 23, 1967: 9.

i i 4/. Figures are from U.S. Atr Force. Project Blue Book 1968. [n.p-, n.d.)

| 7
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Stace the tera in general use can sean either of the above, one mst be

careful as to the context fn which the tera fs used. There are naturally

thousands upon thousands of reports that would come under the First two defi- “.

+ aictons, since many people can become confused by natural objects such as the -

planets and stars, and other natural phenosena like ball lighting are not well

understood even by seteatists.

For the sake of clarification, Willian Hartaann (senior Scientist, Plan

etary Setence Institute, Tucson, Arizona) suggested four groups into which

sightings could be classifieds URO--unidentified flying object, the original

stghtiag according to the Air Force and Sagan definitions; 1f0-—identified Fly

Lag oblect, a UFO case that has been concretely solved; EFO--extraocdinary fly

Lng object, something beyond the bounds of recognized natural phesosena; sad

AFo--alten flying object. 5/ The last tuo are relatively subjective, since those

ho refuse to speculate on the possibility of Earth being visited by extrateres=

| fetal Le will classify all snidentifieds into 590s, and Chelr souncerparcs on

| the other side of the question will assume that all unidentifieds are AFOs.

other acronyes have also been suggested and one chat has sose support. 1s

“anomalistic observational phenomena” (AOP). The term was coined by Dr. Robert

5. Ber sh sates hs ich soe nerpLatond pense sb be occareis,
| Lc "aay not be "flying, may not always be 'unidentified,' and, perhaps, say

i not even be substantive 'objects,'” 6/ Unfortunately UFO has become the ac-

{ cepted tera, and changing the habits of the masses is no easy chore.

5/ Hartsaon, Willies K. Historical Perspectives: Photos of Us. In
Sagan. Carl and Thornton Page eds, UROs——A Scientific Debate. Ithaca, New

: York Cornell University Press, 1972. pe 12. .

] §/ Baker, Dr. Robert X. L. [Testiuony] In U.S. House. Commictes on Sci
ence Sha Aoteonastics. Sysposiun on Unidentified Flying Objects. Hearings, 0th
Sone 2d" Severs July 29, 1963. Washington, U.S. Gove. PELAC. OFF. p. 126.
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Douglass Pricetillians has sted four stages through which 4 UFO report

shout travel before a deterainacion can be sade as to fs nature: 1/ The fist

: step 1 the actual Teporelog of sn unexplained aerial incident, here Lt te 17

sete a URD (he also motes a preference for AOP, but acknowledges that UFO has

become ton igiily entrenched fn our vocabulary). In the second stage, the xe

oct. 1a broken down 40c6 one of three “populations”s (1) eporcs shat ase easily |

explained, without controversy, as known phenosena; (2) reporce that one BOND

ate Knowo phenomena while a second Toup questions that conclusion, and (3)

cepores that all agree are unknoua:

she thicd stage sxasines those in the third group (and some feos the second):

hte to the key step, for “fatlure to define the daca at this potat skes further

snatyets snasenabls to systematic vestigation.” Here che questions of uitness

| ecettuiitey arises (chapter 2), for the data axe usually dependent upon Che ubiec”

ive observations of one oF Sore ViEnEssES, SOE UPGR CXACE SeRRUTEREnCS. OCher

| ho vpn o11 present 00 ports nd starting ane VEER & Sore GRACE Tere”

| Los ayscen, Peico-itllians suggests going through exloting Teports searching for

| lues that can be celied spon co some eRLEOE, uch 4 Feports where sode reference

! point vas availble co ho viiness(es) for distance, ize, and speed escinates

} Aton a cross-correlation of what has been seen OVeE the years fn terns of hese

t characteristics aight prove valuable:

| the final stage of the UED report cells for & confrontation betveen data

1nd hypotheses. Peice-ii1lisas poate out chat the crucial test £oF uy Iypoche

| vie 1s for i to be tested, and chia 1s the crucial problem with the excrater

. Lestriod bypochests. fe auggeste chat outaide of actually capeuring a species

| 7) etce-uilians, Dovgless B._ Fsychology aad Eptatesology of UID Inter”

precimon: Cin Sagan ahd page, op. cits, pr 224-231:
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ane would have to "posit a model cabodying aerodynaatc and englaeeriag proper '

t1es that are then matched against the observed data as reported.” These models Ts

are bounded by an upper limit where literally anything is considered possible due -

to cochasloptes we aay mot be aware of, and the lover Laie which allows not only

hat he physical sodel. make sease within our frasevork of knowledge, but that

someone be able to construct a realistic model (although not necessarily a work= !

ing model).

5. DRAvINGS BY VITESSES

ince Kenneth Aracld's 1967 atgheing that begas the curreat terest in UFOs

1a this counery Case chapter 5), aany draviogs have been sade by witnesses €

: show others what they saw. A few of these are presented below, reprinted with

| poraiaston £ron UFOs:A New Look, National Investigations Conaittee on Aerial

Phenosens, (NCAP) 1969.

|

|
|
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WITNESS SKETCHES m=
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C. TUPES OF ENCOUNTERS

Encounters with UFOs can be placed into three general categories, herein

referred to siaply as Type I, TT, and IIL:

ype 1: The witness secs only a soving Light or oblect wich the naked

Ean usknown tage on a radar screen. These can be seen eifher

® Tine of during the day, and asny have been photographed:

ype TI; The UFO fs seen close up and physical effects ate noticed

Pre on the uitness or, say, on an automobile engine. This ype

Se eo Landings when parks are left, but cor where aliens are seen:

ype Ii: Allen beings are either observed in the spacecraft durin &

BPs I epcounter, ar are actually contacted. This would include

Te of visits aboard spaceships (such as the fasous Sete and

re seddunt in Now Hampehire a discussed fn appendix §) aod he

Daneagoula, Mssissippl incident in 1973 (see below).

|| 1. Tel

{ This is by far the most common type of sighting. From objects that SOve

| erratically across the skies to radar images picked up by airport concroliers,

|
| housands have been catalogued since 1947 alone. 4 typical example of this

| kind of case vas reported by J. Allen Hynek:

| 1m example « + + fo 0 case 1 nvescigated personally, Involving
| APnesses, the senior witness being the long-tine associate

Ee tor of a proninent laboratory at MIT. The nocturnal Light

! ee rout sighted by his son, who had been out atrisg the dogs.

| oS ene hounding into the house crying, ‘There's a flying saucer

' He tae." The senior observer picked up a pair of binoculars on

| ee out. He told me he didn't expect to see anyching unusual

ee v7 going out fo see what the commotion vas all about. For

Te otioeing ven minutes he was engrossed in what he saw—che
EO the light, its motions, its hovering, and Lts takeoff.
Ee ecerbed the light as havinga high color-temperature also
Be een essentially o point source, subtending less chan o minute

1 EE athe binoculars . . « the trajectory of the object was

Sfotied against the frasevork of the branches of a denued Free:

Bt ebeesver ves a good one, and his report included the cor

. toner his eyes and those of the mesbers of his femtly. 8/

i 8/ Hynek 3. Allen. Twenty-one Years of UFO Reporte: In Sega and Page,

Th4d., pe 45-46
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A case involving radar is typified by the following example:

Lakenheath, England, August 13, 1956, 11:00 P.t.==
3:30 AML.

.

Tuo RAF ground-radar stations detected several objects moving at ”
high speed on a clear moonlit night. The First radar tracked one -
eeeiing at about 3,000 miles pec hour westward at 4,000 feet
Eg oe vancsusly tose operators reported abrightTight
Sissiog wvarhead tovard the west and the pilot of a C-47 aizcraft |
PE'2,000 feet over the airfield saw the bright Light streak west
ard underneath him. The second radar station, alected by the
Tiree, detected a stationary target at sbout 20,000 fest altitude
Ehat suddenly went north at 600 miles per hour. It made several
a uns. After 30aimtesan EAE fighter vas called
fn and made airbornp-radar contacts with the object over Bedford
(Gust notch of Cambeidge, England). Suddenly the object moved
around behind the fighter plane, both being tracked by ground
Trane “The fighter pilot could mot ‘shake’ the object. A second
lane was called in but never made contact and all radar contacts
Pere lost. Several other radar targets were tracked in the seme
Stes and several other small moving lights were seen; all dis

| ntirat ar 3:30 AM., by shich time a few clouds appeared’in
the sky. 9/

| 2. Type IL

| 2
| These are the next most numerous kinds of reports, and can involve several

| factors. Reports of close encounters with UFOs often include remarks that ani~

| mals were unusually quiet during the episode or dogs would scart whining. Eo

i
| gines have been reported to stop operating in the viciaity of the UFO and can-

| not be restarted until the object disappears. For those objects which land,

reports have been made that the area sround the landing site is changed in

i some manner, whether the grass is burned or bare ground is wet. A good example

of a Type II case is given by Ted Phillips, Jr. of the Center for UFO Studies:

9/ Sagan and Page., Toid., p. xvi.
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. Langeaburs, Saskatchewan, | September 1974. .

Shortly after 1000 on Sunday morning, 1 Seprenber 1974, tduin
. he a 3 year old farmer began harvesting his rape seed crop

fn's field located some 1,500 feet south of his hone. Fuhr had
been swathing for nearly an hour, a very Light rain had been
Felling during the morning. As he approached a large slough he
owed the swather and looked up to check his position relative
fo the grassy area and saw a metal dome sbout SO feet auay
itcing in the grassy area between the slough and the crop. AC
iret he thought it was a metal goose blind. He stopped the }

machine and walked to within 15 feet of the dome. !

As he approached the metal object he noticed that the grass
Ae ound the base vas moving and the object vas spinning at a high
Tire of speed, Fun became quite frightened and backed away
Touard the suather which was still turning at full throttle.

When he reached the machine he moved behind it and climbed up
othe seat, At this point he could see the spinning dome from a
higher elevation. As he glanced to the left he sav four more
BE domes, all the same size and all were spinning. They seemed
othe hovering 12 to 18 inches above ground level. . . . He could

| hear no sound as the swather was still running.

| ... After what seemed several minutes, the objects suddenly burst
into the air. The near object left the ground first, followed by the

| amaining four in order. The objects ascended in a step formation

' Tome the overcast sky. At about 200 feet altitude they stopped, a

| Daft of dark gray 'vapor' was seen coming from exhaustlike exten

| Be locared at the base of each of the objects. The 'vapor' was

| Shout 6 feet in length and was folloved by a strong downward gust
24 wind which flattened the crop that was standing in the immediate

| en dacent took only seconds. After reaching the 200 feet
| titude the objects formed a line and remsined stationary for about

| $22 minutes. They suddenly ascended into the clouds and were not
seen again.

i
! Fuhr learned later that cattle in a nearby Field vere bellowing
| Fo wad broken through a fence in four places at about the tise of

| the sighting.

{ After the objects had disappeared, Fuhr went to the Landing area and

| foe five rings of depressed grass. The #2 site has what he de
Eo Tbed as prove marks where the grass was depressed in 3 foot long

. Sores leading away from the ring on the north side. The grass wis

: ted in a clockwise fashion at all of the sites. The grass ves
fot dead and had not been burnt. 10/

| 10/ Phillips, Ted, Jr. Unidentified Flying Objecte: The fhysical Evidence.

i New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1975. p. 6
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3. Type ILL

The final class of UFOs is the one responsible for most of the ridicule ex

tended to UFOlogists, for the stories of contacts with extraterrestrial beings .

seem s0 implausible. It also is the type depicted in the popular film "Close

Encounters of the Third Kind." George Adamski is ome of the most famous

Weontactees” and before he died he authored several books about his trips on

board flying saucers to other planets in the solar systea. His cases represent

an extreme of the Type III encounter, the more common case being something

Like the Betty and Barney Hill case in Poctssouth, New Hampshire (which is

discussed in the appendix under the title "Zeta Reticuli Incident") or the

. more recent Pascagoula, Mississippi encounter between a spaceship and two

shipyard workers. As reported by Philip Klass, the event occurred as follows:

The incident involved Charles Hickson, age forty-tuo, employed
in the small Walker Shipyards, and nineteen-year old Calvin Parker,
who had recently come to work in the same shipyard from his home in

| Laurel, Mississippi. Parker was living with the Hickson's at the
time. . . .

| Hickson said the two men had been fishing after dark, within .
| several blocks of downtown Pascagoula, when they heard an unusual
i buzzing or zipping sound. When they turned toward the sound,

Hickson said, they saw a flashing blue Light coming from a craft
that was hovering several feet above the ground.

| ... as soon as the UFO appeared nearby, Hickson said, three
strange-looking creatures suddenly emerged from the craft and
floated’ toward the two men. Two of them, he said, grabbed him,

and the third vas left to handle young Parker. According to i
| Rickson, he and his friend were 'floated' into the UFO through a |

door which 'didn't open like a door opens--it just appeared, the i

| opening just appeared.’ Hickson said he was floated into a very
[ intensely illuminated room and that Parker, apparently, was taken

to another. Rickson said he was 'levitated' in a horizontal posi=
tion while a large found object Floated back and forth over his
body as if giving hin physical examination. . . .

. . . Despite the intense illumination and reported eye injury, .
ftickson somehow managed to note that the creatures were about five
Feet tall, with no necks, had gray wrinkled skin 'Like an elephant,’
long arms and lobster-like claus for hands. Their legs never sep
arated for walking; instead they 'floated,’ Hickson said. On
their heads, where human ears and a nose would be located, were
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small cone-shaped appendages. Below the ‘nose! was a ‘mouth’ which
: Fiekaon first described as being a hole,’ but in a Later interview

PAPE

: After the two men were carried aboard the UFO, Hickson reported he

id not sec his friend until sometime later when the tuo men were
Floated out and deposited on the riverbank. Parker proved unable
fo supply even sketchy details of his experience because, as Hickson
explatned, the youth had fainted ac the start of the incicent and
had not segained consciousness until it was over. Hickson said the
Creatures had quickly boarded their UFO and it had zipped off into
the night. 11/
Some of the above cases have been investigated by both sides of the UFO

fringe, especially the Pascagoula case, and some will therefore be discussed

Later in this paper, but it should be borne in mind that they represent only

| 4 small sampling of the cases that have been reported throughout the past

36 years. Sumaries of 10 selected cases are given in Appendix A.

|

{

|

i
|

|

| - reesei
11/ Klass, Philip. UFOs Explained. New York, Random House, 1974.

5. 293296.
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Mithough UFO xeports have been prevalent since che 1940's, it was nly in

more recent years that studies were made relating to factors that might affect

the centiniLiny, of those who Tero the IF. Tn aoet sightings, Shere 1s m0
had evidence of any kind, only the sepoccs of eyenitaesss.

Sociologists nt pryehologiats vere asked to sive Peis opinions on whet
79 of presen cepocts URCe, shen the avdence seems to be overuhelning that
many more UFOs are seen than are reported, for fear of ridicule. J. Allen

Hynek reports that when he asks his audiences how many have seen a UFO, more

thn 10 percent of the sudiance will aise a hand, hen asked how sary of thes
erortad the event, few £5 any zest.

| ha then 5s the mske-up of UFO septs, and squally as aportant, how
accurately can a person judge what he is seeing? The situation is probably a

| are available for accurate determination of distance to the object, its size

a spe, 1 movin.
|

» Some, a memo oe i

Apparently the fisst tine public attention vas focused on ehis spect of
= UFOs was during the 1968 hearings by the House Committee on Science and Astro-

|. nautics (see chapter 5). Dr. Robert Hall, head of the Department of Sociology

| a the nisereity of Titinais ves called a a vieaess, and Dr. Roger i. Shepard,
Depatasat of Peysholons, Seanfoxd Univereicy and Dr. R. Teo Sprincle, Universiey
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of Wyoning, subnitted papers for the record. A year later the American Associa i

tion for the Advancement of Science held a UFO Sympostus in Boston which included :

four people frou these fields.

Just as other favestigators are widely split on the subject of UFOs in gen- :

eral, so are the sociologists and psychologists on the type of people who report UFOs.

Drs. Lester Grinspoon and Alan Persky, for example, seem to consider not only the

Witnesses but those scientists who are vigorously Lnvolved in the study of UFOs

to be victims of the classic Freudian breast/peais syndrome, thus accounting

for the cigar- or saucer-shapes of UFOs. 12/ This author could find mo other

papers supporting this hypothesis.

De. Robert Hall, who vas present both at the House hearings and the AMS

syepostum, reports that people First try to explain UFOs in teras of familisr

objects: Only after the event does not fit into any known category will the

witness conclude it 1s a UFO. He explains that everyone has a set of belief

systeas that help deternine thelr frames of reference in day-to-day life.

What people believe 1s usually organized into elaborate systems
of belief. That is, each person has a cognitive structure consisting
of many items of information and belief which are interdependent, and
people are organized into social systems in which each person lends
Support to belief of others in the systea. A lonely belief is an un
stable belief. + - -

+. . it spears that people tend in most circumstances to hold
beliefs consistent with those of people around them. . . . fhen
reasonable men report events which receive no social support from
their friends and do not Fit their own prior beliefs, ve have to
take these reports seriously. 13/

By his reasoning then, as long as the witness is of good standing in the

coununtty and meets other criteria set forth in section B of this chapter, his

story should be belteved.

12/ Sagan and Page, op. eit. p. 233-246.

13/ ta, pe 215
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alter Sullivan, Science Editor of the Neu York Times, however, points out

} that UFOs axe pact of most people’ belief systems, put there by che redia (it

. as the media, after all, that coined the tern "flying saucer after Kenneth

Aenold's sighting).

Lt is claimed that witnesses in many of the unexplained UFO cases

EE  eilieve in UFOS before their experience vith them. by

dd mo het we hive all been conditioned by the press, radio,

ee Ly the general tone of our society=—to & hierarchy of bo

I nal inclade for most of the population at least the insge

of UFOs. 14/

Lt one 4-os accept that UFOs are a part of virtually everyonels vocabulary,

chen what other clues can be obtained for deteraining a witness'sreliability?

Mall remarks chat our legal system has criteria for determining thecredibility

of witnesses appearing in court, taking into secount the person's “reputation in

| Mie comunity, previous familiarity with the event asd persons iovolved in the

| cestinony, apparent sotives for prevarication or distortion, and internal

| characteristics of the testimony such as consistency, recency, verifiable detail

| und so forth." 13/ Mynek calls this a "credibility index and focls £020 ny

| hat right can we sumarily ignore [witnesses'] testimony and imply that they

| re detuted or just plain Tiare? Gould we so treat chese sane people LL they

| vere testitying in court, under oath, on more mundane matters?" 16/

i te a consultant for the Aix Force for many years, Hynek has had some aril

| Sarity with witnesses and has observed that "Very rarely do penbers of the lu=

satic fringe ake UO ceports. There are many reasons for this: primarily it is

simply that they are incapable of composing an articulates factual, and objective

|

3 14/ Sagan and Page, op. cite, P39:

15/ id. pe 259

16) mid, p. 28.
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report." 17/ This is an important statement, for it points out one aspect of

UFO reports on which there seems to be general agreement, i.c., the more witnesses,

the more believable the report. Hynek states: :

True, occasionally a Lone witness of low credibility will make a
highly imaginative report, generated by an obviously natural event.
a eh reports arc a warning to beware of UFO reports from single
witnesses. . - . 18/

Philip Morrison agrees. "I would say that mo witness is credible vho bears

sutticiently strange story. The only hope is for independent claims, several

independent witnesses, and then the credibility certainly rises.” 13/

There is a danger in this as well, hovever. There is a psychological con

sition called hysterical contagion in which a group of people can be led to be-

Lieve that some event is occurring. It is defined as:

... the dissemination of symptoms among a population in a situation

| here no manifest basis for the symptoms may be established [and where]
et of experiences or behaviors which are heavily Laden with the

| orion of fear of a mysterious force are disseminated through a col
lectivity. . . . 20/

| me relationship that this condition may have to UFOs is unkaoum, but both the

| Condon Report and the AAAS sysposiua discussed it as a possibility. Tuo cases

| cited in both those studies will serve as examples of what the condition entails.

{ he first is the famous radio broadcast of H. G. Wells’ Har of the Worlds

! in 19%. To the listeners of that radio program who had not heard the intro

suctory disclaiser explaining it vas only a story and not an actual event, it

i

17/ Hynek, J. Allen. [Testimony] In U.S. Congress. louse, Comicics on

Scions and Astronautics. Symposium on Unidentified Flying Objects, op. cit.)

b. 5.

i 18/ Hynek, 3. Allen, The UFO Experience: A Scientific lnquiry: Chicago,

: Henry Regaery, 1972. p. 20.

19/ Sagan and Page, op. cit. p. 282.

20/ Kerckhott, A. C. and K. W. Black The June Bug: A Study of Hysterical

i Contagion. New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1963.
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appeared that Saxe was in fact being invaded by aliens fon snucher plTiet:

eis sosstion was panic uith some Literally "heading for the hille" and in 8

: row cases, comicting suicide. The broadcast occurred at a tine shen anxiety

vas high over che threat of war, for Hicler had just occupied Austria and Japan

wus advancing in Gina. The populace was primed for news of var and destruction,

and panic ensued. :

A second case involves a "June Bug" epidemic in a southern factory. In

1962 workers from a section of a textile factory in the Souch reported a dis-

ease sympromized by nausea, skin rash and fainting spells, caused by a ciny

tneect. In fact, there was no insect. The symptoms had manifested thesselves

uo an outgrowth of stein and frustration felt by the workers.

| he Condon report concludes only that this be kept in mind while studying

| UFO cases, but did mot cite it as a definite cause. Dr. Hall at the AAAS meet=

| ing decided to ignore it completely as an explanation.

l Some effort has been sade o liken UFO reports to these cases of
| So Ee omspion: +» but there are many difficulties in trying

Ee asd core cases can be explained in this vay. For

| Oe ersans reporting UFOs freguently do not interpret

| them as serious personal threats. They often describe a UFO with

Et" fuar, For smother, the continuation of UFO reports

} Be ies. and (hair spread over all pasts of the world
| Oe tn be unprecedented for a case of hysterical contagion. 2L/

there, then, docs this leave the researcher attempeing to detersine the

credibility of a witness? Dr. Roger Shepard, in his statement for the House

science and Astronautics Comittee, concluded that:

©. a scientific study of UFO phenomena is not impossible==just
ore a ue are faced for the most part with 8 prob
or king physical measocenenta—bot of interpreting

217 sagan and Page, op. cit, po AT:
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verbal reports. We are faced, in short, uith a problen amenable
ee to the methods of the psychologist than to those of the phys 245

sical scientists. 22/
:

he Condon Report concluded that it would be valuable to have sociologists .

snd paychologiats as part of the iavestigating tess on UFO ceporte 23/ and there

seems to be a good deal of evidence suggesting that persons rom these disci

Lines could prove valusble to the effort. But sven these professions are not

in ageeenent, so it is doubtful that they will solve the concroveray. Dr: Hell

stated ac the AMAS symposium that:

.. we find some scientists arguing something Like this: 'I ean

iei oF eases of people who were excited and reported an
ater as a UFO and hundreds of humorous cases of wi

ee ie wich demonstrably false, stories; therefore it it
ee nat the reat of the cases are similar.” T Koow fron pore

| Pe eas a military flyer in wartise that flyers sometiaes
EL re oc at an island, believing it to bo an sizeratc, It
oa at eniion for m6 to conclude from this that there were 10
aircraft in the sky. 24/

| Sither there aust be a distinctive physical phenomenon which these

t her Ee a abserved, or there aust be a powerful and poorly

| ee eivation rooted in projection, or contagion of belief,
ee an pechanisa. Given these alternatives, I find it more

| Uheusible to believe that there is a distinctive physicalstimulus

PLL LS eve that multiple witnesses misperceive in such a way
a Ee res firmly believe they sau something which jars chelc

| a en Ee them to ridicule of their associates. +. + 23

|
| snd Just as hase are professionals such as Grinspoon and Persky ho fest

| that all UFOs are psychological manifestations, there are those who agree with

| or. Shepaed who is convinced, after studying numerous UFO reports, thet most

1' F———
22/ shepard, Roger N. (Testisony] In U.S. Congress. House. Committee

on ser Chconiurics.  Sysposivm on Unidentified Flying Objects, op:

ci. po 226.

| 13/ wvine, dark. Psychological Aspects of UTO Reporte Tn nh,

stuart Ee Siusy of Unideotified Flying Objects. New York, BIOL

TS a Lar: (hobo that this is frequency refereed to an the Condon

Report)

i 247 Sagan and Page, op. cite, p22

i 250 Wid, pe 209.
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. sightings are no peychological aberrations and that those who say they are

\have neglected to study closely either into the literature on prychopacholosy,

! or into that on UFOs. .. ." 26/

5. OTHER LIMITATIONS ON WITNESSES

In adtition to the above discussion there needs co be recognition of other

factors playing upon a witness to a UFO event that have licele if anything to do

ith choix prychological make-up. Dr. Frank Drake zeporced to the AMS syepo-

vium an experience he had shen he uss @ visiting setronomer at the National

fatio Astronosy Observatory in Green Bask, West Virgnis. In 1962, a meteor

shower occurred in that general ares, and shile out with collesgues collecting

| samples of the meteorites, Drake interviewed many witnesses to see what their

sersetion of the shoves had buen. They fovnd chat"... & vicaass's ssmocy

| of such exotic events faded very quickly. After one day, about half of che res

©eronsous; acer four days, only ten percent ace good; afcer five days, people res

! port more imagination than truth." 27/ As a good example of trying not only to

| Lenenber certain events but to explain then to an investigator, try to describe

! + close friend or relative to someone else so that they could pick that person

| ue in a crowd, It 16 not very easy, even though you may have known that friend

: or relative for a number of years.

: Another, more basic problem is trying to gauge the color, shape, speed and

7, Cdtatance to the object. In Drake's example, the meteors were assigned virtually

ALL the colors of the spectrum from red to blue. It is possible that the eye,

| 267 Sagan and Pages, op. cite, pe 256 )

277 sagan and Page. op. cit, B54
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responding to a sudden burst of Light in an otherwise dark environment, can

cegistes any color and therefore render witness Teports useless. similarly, :

mower, so could give gond estinaies of distance and posicion. Uponserene

Lng the evens, howeves, choy found they were nob suce of thaiz location. In oae

example, a hunter said he knew exactly here his car had been parked, But upon

Ze-exaaination found (by the Litter he had left ron his midnight snack) that ;

Le had bean 100 yards suay fron the spot he originally shoved to investigators.

A gost exemple share seciag is sot believing can be shown below with the

©eandard optical illusion show below. Although the bottos Line looks longer,

essaresent will prove that both Lises ave che same length.

|
¢ 3

|

|| —
|

| Lo 1966, Sydney Walker TIE, M.D. suggested that a series of physical

| neck be mate on every URD reporter. Included in his proposed examination vould

ver a complete physical extmination, including a pedical history and selected

laboratory studies; a neuro-ophthalmologic examination of the eyes to ensure

nat the cornea, Lens, aqueous humor, viceeous hor, ecina, che head of the
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pet serve and the pachuaye co She bran axe 4a over, a desatled neveslogical

: examination to assure that a neurologic disease is mot causing hallucinations, de=

. Coston, scoreions ox costabulacions; and Finally, 8 peychisisic sreluscion. 13/

Yau. Shine, uricing in the Condon Gepoxe, placed o grant deat of eepha-

sto on the Last step }
The testimony of any observer who shows no significant medical i

Tr OE ton ahich aight siscort percepiion of
oxpeycholosledl condor tviiity. I would suggest | ©
aterpretation mutgals 10Sotho Tecomsanded by che
ee Ee" totrvios If sade & routioe pact
BEEEe nwa cary so social siigme. 23/

nat notches be. Walker nor Yes Eine seem co Sake fate account £3 that the

oentiad. sepescecs of UEGs say very vat shy suey fem segocein 4 thy boo

hey wil ve subected to such tescs.
| Ln ho stesament for che House Coumitee on Science and AstronsuELSs, DE:

| Shepaxt svggested tha the vicsesses be ssstated dn recelling thete stories In

© raecstep procedure. First the witness wuld Tecord uhat be sav 13 Hs an

! vords with care taken that the interviewer does not give hia cues Chit Sight

| Mite ne. Secondly, the vicness vould lock at a standscdized set of pictorial

| ater and choose whatever object case closest £o what he saw. The final

1 step would allov him to reconstruct the picture with the help of a qualified

! otter co ose 1 sore nearly an exact Feplica of uhat he saw. These lest

| two procedures would be similar to that used in police work to make a composite

trav of a ceisisal.  Shepasd pointe out hat This bas helped solve sary cases,

; including the Richard Speck murders of eight student nurses in Chicago during

the 1960s.

. Jo satus, sytney TIL, 4. Sasablisbig Ohsscves Credtolieys A Fro
; iansutioel Sekeness, v. TV Ya. hor. 19:65:
| Baise.
i 15) shine, sack ey op. cite, Pe 9:
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C. STRANGENESS-PROBABILITY CURVE ; t

: Faced with all these factors and the problem of how to assimilate then,” :

5. Kilen Hyak bes devised a "SErasaénees-PROMBLLLEY” Curve to deteraise which

eves vive the highest probably of bela hard-core cases. A complete discus

“ton of the ssthods he uses can be found 13 his book The UFO Experience: 4

setopstfic Touisy (Coicige, Henry Regsnsey Co. 1572: 22-91) but fn essence be

tia "atrangeness® as how any individual tress, or information bis con

Cvined tn the ceport demand explanation, and how difficult 15 fs to explain

thee on the assumption chat the event scsually took place.  Credtheliey takes

tnt acsoune several factors: "XE there ace several vignesses, What 16 cheis

oitecttve objectivity? fou vel do chey respond to tests of thelr ability

| vo gauge angular races of speed? flow good 15 Chole eysaighct What ds chess

| general reputation in the community? What is thelr reputation for publicity

ening, for veraciey? hat Lo thelr cscupation and how mich Sespansibilicy

does it involve? 30/

! ya chen siocs cases to doceraine Which axe the bask, ds shown below:

| coves fattins tn the upper sight hand corner sould be the ast potentially a=

| however, provide a beginning for the search for "good" cases.

i

:

So) Segen and Page, ope cee, pe G1
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III. POINT - COUNTERPOINT

It is very difficult in a report Like this to express adequately the wide ]

variety of opinions that exist on UFOs. The range goes from the late Donald |

| | tapresmigl bev, 0 Donald Keyhoe who ia costain thet we ere. In the sidgle i

would be someone like J. Allen Hynek who is more disposed toward the view that 1

there is value in studying UFOs if for mo other purpose than learning more about

atmospheric processes, psychology, and other scientific fields.

This chapter presents sone of these various views on different aspects of

| the UFO problem. If one were to make a spectrum with "true believers" on the

Left and "true nosbelicvers” on the right, the four men who are the subjects of

| this discourse vould appear in the following orders Donald Keyhoe, J. Allen

Hynek, Carl Sagan, and Donald Menzel. This is, of course, only a rough estima-

tion of where their positions lie, but will serve as a guide. Four essays are

| attered, and since cach stands slone, they adnittedly preset only one side of

the fesue. That is the purpose of this chapter, however, so no attempt is mide

! to balance their views.

A. PROBABLE INVALIDITY OF THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL HYPOTHESIS

: Carl Sagan, an astronomer and biologist presently at Cornell University,

i. has been a leader in the field of guessing at how many other intelligent civi=

lizations exist in our galaxy. After a series of long computations (the nature

of which have no real relevance to this report) he estimates one million other
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intelligent, technical civilizations at least a advanced as ours. Buc Sagin

also is one of the leading opponents of the extraterrestrial hypothesis for UFOs. -

Is this a contradiction?

fo demonstrate his point, Sagan uses the "Santa Claus hypothesis” from the :

fable that each year, in a time span of about eight hours, an "outsized elf

\isits over a hundred million hoses in the United States depositing presente.

sagan calculates that iE Claus spends only one second per Rouse, he would have

to spend three years just filling stockings, not counting the time spent going

from house LOBGUFe.
i T-

nis is an example of hypothesis testing independent of reindeer
TeLion mechanisms or debates on the origin of elves. le
BO athests. iteelf, making very sezaightforuard soup
i olive a result inconsistent vith the hypothesis by eins
oe Luede. We would then sugaest that the hypothesis is

| untenable. 32/

| fpplying this to UFOs, and considering how many "intesesting places there

! are in our galaxy, he then calculates the number of launches required from his

| une million galactic civilizations in order for Earth to be visited just once

| 4 years each civilisation would have to sks 10,000 Launches per year. Besides

| satog an enormous technical feat, it would iupose a Large drain on saterial

1 resources.

' for those who argue that Earth aight hold special intecest for another

©ivilization, Sagan counters that, at best, certain specialists in, for example,

nuclear weapons, would want to visit us. After all, if we discovered a primitive

tribe in Africa making fish nota, only anchropologists interested in fish net develop”

| seat would visit the tribe. He considers the idea that uo aze special” co che

satay inconsistent wich the theory that there are million other civilizations

32/ Sagan, Carl. The Cosmic Connection. Garden City, New York, Double=

aay, T973. 7. 200.
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] La the Milky Ray alone, not to mention the rest of the universe (chere are ap

proximately 101! stars in the Milky Way and 101! galaxies in the knownuniverse).

: With that many civilizations, uhat could we have that is so interesting?

Sagan docs not entirely disaiss the possibility that ve say have been

Visited in the distant past or that ve ight be visited in the distant future.

Again using the guesstimate of a million other civilizations in this galaxy,it

ach one Launched one ship per year "snd even if all of them could coach our

solar system vith equal facility, our system vould, on the average, be viriced

only once every 100,000 years." 33/ po. |

fe recounts the history of Sums, shich ss perhaps the fizst civilization,

©sing the contemporary definition of that word. There have been suggestions that

they could not have learned skills such as written language, mathematics, and

| ©stonony without  techer, and that teacher came from another world. References

| ing a theory by Drake and Clarke, Sagan adds that the extraterrestrial instructors

aight have Lote a Meechnology monitor beacon” Co alert the once we reached &

| certain technological level. The monitor might measure radioactivity in the scx

| roephere, for example, and the instructors wuld know i¢ vas tise for then to ze

| turn. At this point Sagan refers back to his coments about the great distances

} involved in space, and even if speed-of-light travel were possible, it would

| JGAL1 take hundeeds of years for chem to arrive: "we will have to ait util

A.D. 2300 or 2400 for their response.” 34/ He does not, however, accept the von

Daniken theory of ancient astronauts and the relics purportedly lefe behind.

. a7 1.5. Congress. House Comittee on Science and Astronautics. Symposiva
on Unhiatiiied Flying Objects, op. cit, pr 3b

i 347 kloveids, I. and . Sagan. Tncelligent Life i the Universe. San
Prancioio, Holawnday, 1966. po 463.
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te fests cach object has "a variety of plausible, alternative explanations.

Representations of beings with large, elongated heads, alleged to resemble space :

Letoete, could equally well be inelegant axcistic renditions, depictions of cer= ©

enonial head masks or expressions ot rampant hydroeacephalia.” 35/

Io answer to what people are seeing, Sagan draws on one of his own experi= |

once when © was on the faculty at Hacvad © gave a popular Lecture
Oe Cner, and in the question period st the end there

shove UFO's. 1 4aid that 1 felt at least &
were isapprohended natural phencasns. For

Beee on"t understand, policemen ara present at all
ii an as 1 walked out after the Lust question,

two policemen outside the lecture hall vere pointing up at the sky.

Ee me ee sevange bell] Lent Light saving slowly over
Lk rot auc of share. fast, before the crowd cane
Oo Puan 1 joined sone friends at a restaurant

and said, 'There's something terrific outside.’ Everyone went out=

a ey hed iririt yas great fun. There it wap. I&
wasn't going away. It was clearly visible, slowly moving, fading

| LTE ound tethed to dE. Hell, 1 ene Nose, got
Ee  erarned. Through the binoculars 1 uss able to

| es the beighe shite Light was really tuo closely
| eT here vere. vo Lights on either side, blinkiag.

Ea Le a brighter we could hea 4 aild dzone; when che
| ee oiin's out a ning. In fase 0 tuened out
| Con Esk wnatner ateplane.

| 5. ALLEGED AIR YORCH SECRECY AND COVER-IRS

i men the Als force vas given responsibility for investigating the attes of

| UFOs in 1948, it instituted a policy of secrecy which came under attack from

several directions. Donald Kephoe, a retired Marine Corps Najor, was one of the

Leaders in tying to expose the information he felt certain the Air Force had.

Some of the Air Force reports ace explained in other parts of this paper, aod

157 agen, Cosaic Comection, op. Sit, pr 2057206.
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J
© sossone inserested ia shoving she pubLic thet URGS are for cea, Kephoe

cout she Aix Foxes a safor stbling block and cried on si occasions 12 ex

pose their operation. He wrote magazine articles and books, culainating in 1973 i

Ta ovens of the ansire afar acicled Aliens from Space. To chat book

re sous ano th ears of A ores seceey and what he called “coveruas” of

ee veceibte evidence tha arch is being visited by spaceships rem ober

wort.
hon seated chat in Beceser 1965, when he Aix Force amunced hat s11

170 case wate solved and cancelled Profct Blue Tasks “Ks that vey tise, 48

| tesuaptor pelos wre try to bring don these unlaovs £1ying Sects By

Test te it
! Alr Force continued to investigate incidents even after 1969, concealingtheir

activities fron everyone, tncluding Congress:

| Sone of the early ALr Force cecords were sade avalable in 1967, sad NICK?

(ton eh endersh of Keyhon a hat cine) pubiehed Ble 200 Reps 32:

| Ceyhos stated, and copies of the NICA? publication bear out, hat. the reports

} ere stamped SECRET ox CONFIDENTIAL along vith a varning statesent that Lf che

i contents vere transmitted to unauthorized persons, it was a crime under the

i Espionage Act.

| hon étscssed cases hich do so show vp fn other Lisscatue, favelvng,

foe exampte, fot crashes. Ha stated chat on July 1, 1954 an £98 Sterbize Jee

soe sorsabied by Gelifien ITB to iavarcept 3 U0. As the pLLot closed

To roan, nel, Rens fom Spee York, Tobleda, 193. 3
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un the object "Abruptly a fuenaceltke heat filled both cockpls.  Gaspiog for

breath, the pilot Jeteisoned the canopy. Through a blur of heal uaves he sav

the radar observer bail out. Stunned, vithout even thinking, he elected himself

from the plane.” The F=94 reportedly crashed in a town, killing four people :

and tnoring five. Keyhoe ssid this report was still buried Ln Ar Force files,

classified SECRET. 31/

Ceyhoe also claimed in his book chat during the early fifties, the CIA wanted

to take over UFO favestigations £xoa the Atx Force, and they were the ones that

fiat ordered the debunking campaign. The Robertson Panel as the iret step in

chs process, according to Keyhoe and Major Dewey Fouraet (Ar Force Headquarters

Intelligence Unit) vas planning Co "give the public the facts” but was fotled

uy che CIA They ordered hia to vork up & "national debunking progr” and sake

| U0 reports sound like "poppycock.” Keyhoe states chat siatlar actions of se-

| recy and cover-up extended throughout Project Blue Book (tncludiag during the

Condon study) and continued into the 1970s.

ost so zs cmon
| he Lace Dossld Hensel, sn astrophysicist at Harvard, oppoted the UFO "ayei”

| from the carly 1950s util his death in 1976. Among the many other probless

| facing investigators of unfamiliar aerial phenomena are the deliberate ‘hoaxes

{ perpetrated for publictey purposes, and the tesamage pranks. Tuenty years 850,

| Menzel discussed the hoaxes, end explained thet origin ehis way:

: The Arnold story was scarcely 24 hours old before the hoaxers,

| Teens, and pebileity seekers of tho Nation moved fn. The aubect
Joes ant Ltselt adairably to such activities. People had seen

en the. sky. People wanted to see gore. And so the jokers

| ee tassing sheclohaped objects of all sorts and descriptions

31/ bide, pe 28.

i
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£rom the tops of tallest buildings. These activities produced the
SeTed result. The women screamed, as they were supposed to do on
Cee secasions, The men--at least after they realized that the ob
Sect would not explodembravely picked it up and showed its true

: nature. 38/

he most popular hoax seems to be the photograph, for it is considered hard

evidence by UFO investigators, although the nusber of fakes reduces the belie

ability of such “evidence.” Menzel discussed the Trindade incident which took

slace in 1958, wherein the clain as made that the crew of o Drazilisn ship had

seen » UFO, and a civilian aboard the ship had photographed it. As it tured

out, no crew meaber had seen the UFO, only the photographs of it, and the pic

cures vere considered fraudulent. The three witnesses who had seen the UFO all

ceported that it vas brilliant, Sut the photos showed only a gray shape. In the

| ane picture that suggested a shape, the mountains in the foreground were quite clear,

hereas the UFO was just a dark line with an "indistinct beginning and end, with

| faint suggestion of rounding at top and bottom." The photographer vas found to

| have no connection with the Brazilian Nevy and was indeed a professional photo”

grapher specializing in trick photography. 39/

| The pranks add to the noise in the UFO probles, and Menzel provided an ex

| cellent example of one, for it also relates to witness credibility. In January

1968, 12 witnesses sav a UFO in Castle Rock, Colorado, a small town 30 miles

| south of Denver. Their descriptions ranged from "all of a sudden about a dozen

I Lighea shined on se, al1 the color of car headlights chat had sud on thes’; "a

; big, real bright light. Not a brilliant Light, bu a bright one” vhich moved

1 at different speeds and seemed about 600 feet high and at least 25 feet in

38/ Menzel, Donald and Lyle Boyd. The World of Flying Saucers: Scien

- Citic Eramination of a Major Myth of the Space Age. Garden City, New York,
Doubleday, 1963. p. 206-216.

39/ oid.
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Jiamoters and an ogi-shaped bubble shout 50 feet long, 20 fest wide and 20 feet

deep. To days Later a "slightly enbacrassed! mother came foruacd to explain .

that her sons had built the UFO from a clear plastic dry-cleaning bag. 40/ .

he "ludicrously long" size estimates are part of 8 fault existing in many

UFO ceports, according to Menzel, and in addition are perceprusl probless comon

to most observers of a strange, sudden phenomenon. Menzel addressed himself to

sensory difficulties both in a statement for the 1968 House Science and Astro-

sautics hearings, and at the 1969 AAAS symposium. fe gave the following ex”

aopler A child gets up to go to the bathroom fn the middle.of the ight aad

turns on a light. One of his parents awakens, is blinded by the sudden illumi~

sation, che Light goes off, and the parent happens to glance out the window.

fe io startled to see a peculiar spot of light Floating over the
| He be a ne ieegulor, jerky motions. fe vatches the UFO for
| route or tuo uabil it Finally disappeats. }

often rapid movement of his UFO are those of the after-image,

OE rePuith the similar movesents of his own eye. 41/

| mon the aany mundane objects that ace reported as UFOs, Wenzel listed

! inde, kites, hace, pipec, plastic sacks, feathers, spider webs and asad pods:

| do consented that "IE you vant to see Flying saucers just look up."

|
i D. POSSIBLE BENEFITS TO SCIENCE FROM A UFO STUDY

i be. 3. Allen Hynek has had a long association with UFOs. As an ascrononer

i +t Ono State University, he vas asked by the Alr Force to determine uhich UFO

! reports came from known astronomical objects. When Project Blue Book was formed,

i Lo] wensel, David. UFOs: The Sader ¥pch. In Sages and Page, 07: cites
bo 1973.

| 41/ U.S. Congress. House. Comittee on Science and Astronautics. Sym-

sosius on Unidentified Flying Objects, ops cit. P: 202:
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Gapeain Ruppelt formally contracted fiymek to continue that work, Kis views on

: the subject have changed during his many years of UFO investigation, and many

: would now classify hin a believer. One of his strongest arguments has been that

regardless of whether UFOs ace alien spacecrafe, the study of UFOs could lead

to a greater understanding of other fields of science, such as poychology and i

sysics. ’
ho a scientist himself, Hynek is avare of the methodology needed to deal

with the subject and he is also aware of the variety of views of the scientific i

comunity. In the latter area, he distinguishes between tuo classes of scien :

tista who work with the UFO problem: |

(1) those scientists sho creat the UFO phenomenon wich ridicule
Ghd contempe refusing even to exmine it, denouncing the subject
UE oF hand: and (2) those scientists sho meintain--or might cose
A eliove steer exuminationo-hat there is a sezong possibility that
Trou’ are. purely pevchological phenomena, that is, generated wholly
Ny fodivibual oc group menial activity, (No scientist who examines
oe Subject ‘objectively san claim for Long chat UFOs are solely the

| reve of atemte aisidentiFication of normal objects and vets). 42/

| He feels the latter group's views are entitled to discussion and debate,

although the views of the former group are wot, since they have not exasined

the data.
| Pascity of daca is another concern for Hynek. He feels some of this lack

of hard core information is due to the investigator not asking questions that

ould draw such information fron the witness. There is also the "signsl-to=

| soise problem in which the investigator has to separace real UFO reports (the

i signal) from hosxes andmisidencifications (the noise). Buc Hymek points out

that astronosera ace well accustomed to such problems, for they have fnstrussatal

: errors and atmospheric distortion to contend with.

JA tk, 3 Abn. he 00 perience: 4 iene Toi, op. et
i 2
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fat so many of che UFO rejorts are interpreted as extraterrestrial vehicles,

fymei facto is "obviously snvarcanted without a decailed scudy of the content of

reports of unidentified sightings. . . . For, the 'U' in UFO siuply mess niger

cified, and may cover a wide range of unrelated causes. 43/

Ihcoughout ‘his writings, Hynek refeca back to sone of the great scientific

. discoveries in the history of our planet, and how unlikely they seemed at the

. time. For example, the discovery of radium by Mae. Curie.

Let us suppose that. . . there had been a rusor=-an old wives’
i nets Seory-oihat there existed 8 siriculous me. TT
feTtnieh could be used in the transmutation of 7 =

ond which had miraculous healing povers and other
Lent eurcies. ould any scientist, . . . have done shat
Oe Pee to Lift tne signal out of the noise of tons of
inte? Hordly, te. Corie knew that these vas a signsl

| Te vasnt a rumor. 44/

| In hearings before the House Science and Astronautics Committee,Hynek

| asked, "an ve afford not to look toward the UFO skies; can ve atford to overlook

« potential breakthrough of great significance?” and later added that even

t hough he can only draw conclusions from reliable daca, he is allowed o hunch,

! enonc-possibly extremely valuable paydict--and that therefore a scientific

wfort on a such Larger scale than say heretofore should be mounted for 3

| frontal attack on this problen.” 43/
|| so to which discipline the effort belongs, Bynek suggested an fncerdisei~

| plinary approach. He found the field sore akin to sstzonomy than shysics in

i that the data are sostly observational, not experimental, and one cannot predict

43] tymek, 3. Allen. Toe Snecsing Picture of the ITO Probles, Feepented
co are TT upate. Science Nesting, Pasadens, Calif, Jan. 20:22, 1975
A featisote of Aeronascics and Asezonautics, 1975. p. 3.

i Wma, pe 2
45/0. Congress. House. Comiteee on Science ad Ascronautics.  Syape-

tue pincitioe Flying Objects, op. cit. po 6 and 14.
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hen something will occur. He suggested that if UFOs do turn out to be extras

terrestrial, the behavioral sciences would certainly prove valuable. He asked

. for an international effort to establish world-wide trends, stating that if def

{nite patterns are established "the probability that such correlations happened

by chance . . . would be vanishingly small. The probability, therefore, chit

the UFO xepresenta something truly new in sciences-new empirical observations=

would be a virtual certainty. 46/

|

|

|

i

46/ tynek, UFO Experience, op. cite, pr 227+
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fo. mage1947 Acoous

nose whe believe in UFOs often like to cesind skepeics that stories hat

Loui be constr to suggest sxcratersescrial visitors have Seen around not

Jot since 1947, bus Sheoughont seconded history.  Seich von Daniken has stot

tet ancient skies in some datail, ss will be discussed fn the sppendix. hears

te vefevences used for his puspase Ls, perhaps surprisingly, the foly Bible.

+. smuiow stowmives

I is diEieute to assess shat import stories from che Bible really have

| for the study of UFOs, since the Book concerns itself with povers from the hea=

| vane that ean visit Basch and poxfors senackable fests. Opinions very on hou

| auch of this is actual factual reporting and how much is symbolic interpretation.

| Some UFOlogists, however, seem to claim that most of the references to the Lord

1 and his angels are in fact references to extraterrestrial visitations misunder-

i stood by the people of those cises. Some oft cited examples follow.

| 40 © tooked out, beheld a scoray vind come out of the sorch, snd 2
great cloud, with brightness round about it, and fire flashing forth

| continually, and in the midst of the fire, as it were gleaming bronze.

continually, andin heSat OLKL mers of four Living sresturss.
ad from the md ofa has the form of nen, but each

: nd his was hele peerines, es tour winga. Their lugs vere
hadfour faces and SAD OF hei. fect ware Jive the sole of © calE's
SEE nd heeo ratoned beanie. Under their wings

i ey EK ey had human hands.
! seakiel 114-6

rnd the Lost went before. them by dey in a pill of cloud co lest
adEeLord en a pile of fire co give to thea

CL Rm fy sigs he wil: of
i ey oe Hire by might did rot depazt £50

Crimea Tne penple.
[I Seats 13:71-22
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When they had crossed, £1i' jah said to Eli'sha, Ask what I shall g

to for you, before I am taken from you.' And Elijsha said, 'I pray «3

you let me inherit a double share of your spirit,’ And he said,

TO me ea hard thing yet, Lf you see me as I am being Caken .
tinal be so for you but Lf you do ot see me, it shell

Eom 300 1* fad aa they still went on and talked, behold, a chariot
Te ond horses of Fire separated the two of thes. And Eliije
Oe a hiriuind into heaven. Aad ELi'sha sav it and cried
ee eoFhey so father! the chariots of Israel and ics horiemen.
Ana he saw him no more. 2 Kings 2:9-12

setasley Lo Post Trench has written extensively on Biblical sightiogs (The

Sky People, The Eternal Subject) and calls the Bible "really the greatest fly=

ing sauces book of them all. . . J" 41/ Certainly if one vere scrupulously to

Lead the Bible, one could probably cone up with hundreds of incidents that could

be called UFO accounts, although some disagree on what the real catalyses for

the writings were.

| 5. OTHER EARLY REPORTS

| In saition to Biblical accounts, many other early accounts have been cited:

! an example of this would be a 213 B.C. episode written shout by Jacques Vallee:

| © in Hadria an "alter! was seen in the sky, accompanied by the

| oro ee White clothing. A total of a dozen such observe

i fom omen 232-404 90 B.C. can be Listed, but we have clininsted
 atinge reviewed in the Literature because we felt that
Ey  'soat be explained as misinterpretations of seceors or ac

| fospheric phenoaend. 48/

| he these expressed in the Last sentence is carried through in the Condon

Roper by Samuel Rosesberg. He keenly points out that:

The wealth of ancient 'UFOs' is due to a basic fact about man's

i Te om of his conteaporacy universe. A concencrated glasce

i 427 1s Poor Teench, Brinsley. The Feernal Subject. London, Sovels Fiesty

1973.79. 36.
48) Vallee, dacauss. Anatomy of 4 Prenonenan.  Coicapo, Hensy Rengery Co:

1965. p. 3.
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backward in time quickly reveals that throughout our recorded :
. history (and presumably before that), mankind has aluzys seen

UFos. and reported ‘sightings’ that remained unexplained even
after examination by persons believed to be competent. Our

. “arliest ancestor gazed earnestly into terrestrial and outer
“pace to witness an infinite variety of phenomena and--under=
Stood virtually none of them. . » . In short, to him every-
thing vas a UFO. 49/

Ke also describes some of the problems facing readers of anthologies of

ancient sightings. None of the techniques described in chapter 2 Of this re

port are available to determine the credibility of those reporting the sight

ings, there is no way to know if the author is quoting from an original docu

sent or fron someone else's translation, and perhaps most importantly one can't

determine author credibility.

4m excellent example of the latter is provided by Rosenberg. First, the

account of an ancient Indian sighting, as reported by Frank Edwards in Flying

Saucere--Serious Business.

| A chronicle of ancient India known as the Book of Dyzan is in a
lass by itself, not only because of its age, but because of 3

| Surprising account given therein. The Book is a compilation of
| legends passed down through the ages before men were able to
! weite, apd finally gathered by the ancient scholars vho preserved
| them for us.

Tey soLL of a smal group of being sho cine 0 Each any chou:
! ands of years ago in a metal craft which first vent AROUND Earth
| Several tines before landing. 'These beings,’ says the 300k,

ived to theaselves and vere revered by the humans among who
! they had settled. But eventually differences arose among them

ind they divided their nuabers, several of the men and wosen and
“ome children settling in another city, where they were proaptly

| installed as rulers by the awe-stricken populace.

| The Legend continues:

| Separation did not bring pesce to these people and finally their
anger reached a point where the ruler of the original city took

: “ith him a small number of warriors and they rose into the air in
2 huge shining metal vessel. While they vere many leagues from

! 49/ Condon, op. cit. p. 481-2.
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the city of their enemies they launched a great shining lavee
aa a beam of Light. It burst apart in the city of thelr © .

ith a great ball of Flame that shot up to the heavens, 7;
he stars. ALL those in the city vere horribly burned |

eo those who were not in the city=—but nearby——were burned i

nse sho looked upon the Lance and the ball of fire were
i forever afterward, Those who entered the city on foot be i

Se ond died. Even the dust of the city was poisoned, a5
Came flvers that floued through it. Yen dared mot go nest it,

Ee A eraduaily crumbled into dust and ues forgotten by men.

hen the leader sau vhat he had done to his oun people he retired
palace and refused to see anyone. Then he gathered bout

Pie of his warriors who rensined, and their wives and thelr

Be tones and they entered into their vessels and rose one by one

Ste che sky and sailed away. Nor did they return.

nis would seen to be an account of an attespt by some extra-ter

To troup to catablish a colony on Earch in the distant past.

Te ny colonizing attempes by man, it appears to have ended

Ke emaiyn and conflict. The most interesting portion of the

ere the description of the great ‘Lance that traveled on 4

Ey Light,’ which bears a surprising reseablance to a apdern

| ben oo iBl%s jet of Flame. The effect of this so-called ‘lance!

ee fo mind a rather detailed picture of a nuclear blast and

its catastropic sequels.

| I this is a mental concoction of some primitive uriter, it is at

| Te baste, Tf it is a reasonably accurate piece of factusl

| Leome then it is even more remarkable. Since it ie unverific

| Pause at this late date classify it ss ‘interesting, but

unproven. 30/
|
| his would certainly be an excellent example of a UFO landing and another

|| civilization trying to colonize Bartheif it vere true. Rosenberg snvestigated

| the Book of Dyzan and found chat it was not "a compilation of legends passed

|
i oun through the ages’ at all, but rather vas wricten in 1836 by Made felcos

| pecrouna Blavatsky in The Secret Doctrine. An unavthorized biographer declared

Chat “the ayscerious 'Dyzan msauscript! like the ‘Senzar’ Langusge chey vere

S0/ bid, p. 49576.
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ritten in, seen wholly to have originated in Madsme Blavatsky's inagination'

: and Rosenberg says that the stanzas are part of "her preposterous Atlantean

. “Theory of Cosmic Evolution." 51/

me conclusion can be drawn fron the above account that second hand reports

aay lose something in the translation, and even well-meaning authors (shich ue

assume Mr. Edwards to be) can be misled. ‘Therefore, much care should be taken

hen accounts of ancient extraterrestrial visitors are given.

C. THE wAvE OF 1896

Steange sightings have been made throughout history, including the middle

ages in Burope, up to the fist "wave of sightings in 1896. Jacques Vallee in

Antony of a Phenomenon devotes an entire chapter to sightings preceding the

otern wave, Some of the examples he lista involve not only common folk, but

©otronomers. The latter group was able to explain some of the sightings as

| sotrononical sbjects, but they themselves experienced some strange events.

on March 6, 1716, the astronomer Halley sav an object which illu-
mead the sky For more than tuo hours in such a vay that he

| could read a printed text in the light of this object. The time

| ae ehscrvation was 1:00 p.a. After tuo hours, the bright-
Oe the. phenomenon vas reactivated 'as if new fuel has been

| Cast on a Eire." 52/

! It is not surprising that with the advent of the telescope and therefore

! the sive of intesest in sstranaey, more FO pores were foxthceming. More nd

| more studeats were studying the heavens in an attempt to explain the motion of

i the plants aad stars, and most laportantly, the position of the Eerch in rela-

. tion to them. Vallee cites numerous cases and notes:

PT S1/ Ibid. p. 496.

32/ Vallee, op. cit. p. 9
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It is certainly audacious to declare that astronomers ace unaware *1Y
of any celible observation of a UFO when so many computations .

ave been made by some of the founders of modern astronomy in an ©
effort to interpret coherently their observations of strange
objects. . -

.

We are not, however, claiming that the alleged ‘objects’ vere of
Heeiticial construction « « . ot that they even existed at all. .. .
But we do think that such reports should be assimilated into the
general body of observations involved in the UFO problem; those
Eo lain that nothing out of the ‘ordinary’ has ever been seen |

nthe sky by professional astronomers should be reminded of the
existence of these data. 53/

Although most of the sightings in this period were made in Europe, a

few vere made in the United States. The real beginning of UFO sightings here

occurred in 1896. These are usually referred to as “airships” since their

| general description reseables that object; however, airships vere not in evis

dence for several more years. Le Poer Trench notes that many reports were
|

found to be hoaxes or misidentifications, but quotes Donald B. Hanlon as

|
i saying:

| After sifting through dats + . -, one is left with a hard core of
t Signings (now over 200) of a rather unlikely looking serial craft

{ Shieh created much commotion among the observers. The only detect-

| oe offect che sightings left on the society of 1896-7 is exactly

| fhe same as that left by the modern UFO phenomenon=-a psychological
impact.

|
| It is clear that the origin of the airship ia still very much an

1 open issue. It is also clear that the aystery surcounding its

| opesrance at that particular time in history has deepened. 34/

| The sightings occurred over 19 states fron November 1896 to May 1897,

with a break from January to the middle of March. Descriptions varied con

i siderably from an object 18 inches in diameter and 12 to 30 feet long, to

| 4 70 foot long structure with wings or sails. Lights were usually reported

53/ id., po 10-11
|
i 54/ Le Poer Trench, op. cit, p- 96.
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Alexander Hamilton, his son Wall, and his tenant Gid awoke to

me case of the aystery airship has never been solved. At that point in

| time inventors were discussing the building of a vehicle that could travel

i through the air (not balloons or aircraft, but an airship) and some believed

! had not gotten that far in their research or the money was not available for the
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sightings as hosres (and there certainly were a Lot of chem) or astronomical,ob

jects. And again just ss is done today, believers said that astrononical. ghjects :

could not move in the vay the airship did, have occupants, land and take away: .

cattle, ete. As Jacobs points out:

To explain the enigaa, the public then, as did the public later,
Toota First for rational explanations--those that would make
omen ters of the scientific and the experimental knovledge

the tine. hen these were not completely satisfactory, the
Sueblic turned to more irrational theories. An airship seemed
Bae out of the reals of current technological knowledge that
sup vesulted in people’s idea of shat should be and ubat was.

Sie "ships, given the technology of the tines, could not have
Siloted, then witnesses who claimed to have seen one obviously
bad not seen one. . + . This attitude is the crucial link be
Ho on he. 1896-7 phenomenon and the modern unidentified flying
object phenomenon beginning in 1947. 36/

D. THE POST-WAR EUROPEAN SIGHTINGS

4s can be seen from the preceding discussion, what is called the modern

ave of UFO sightings had many precedents, even if one discounts those of ancient

origin. Fron 1697 to 1947, sightings continued, mostly in Europe. Many of these

| occurred during the last year of World War II and in post-var Europe, centering

| in Scandinrvia.
{
| In 1964, allied boabers reported seeing strange balls of Light which paced

{ their planes of danced off their wingtips. Dubbed "foo fighters” from the

i French word "feu" (fire), they vere originally thought to be some ype of

| aneny weapon. Since they never attacked the planes, sone considered thes poy

chological warfare weapons, sent €o frighten or distract the pilots. Another

: explanation was that they were static electricity charges, although to dace

i no dtinite explanation has been uncovered. Jacobs reports that "Ironically,

56/ Ibid. p. 33-3.
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After the war the Anerican public learned that the Germans ad Japanese fiad

: encountered the same strange phenomenon and had explained it as Allied secret

. weapons. 57/ No further investigation vas made.

After the war, reports began coming in fron western and northern Europe, .

centering on Scandinavia, Sweden in particular. Donald Mensel reported that

sore than 1,000 sightings vere made in 1946 in Sueden alone. 38/ Again the

fiat hypothesis was that these were secret ueapons made by che Russias with

the help of Ceram scientists, although investigators vere able co solve 60

percent of the cases as natural phenomena.

he real importance of these sightings is that they set the stage for the

beginning of the UFO controversy in Aserica. Objects of unknown origin hed

been reported, some described as discs or cylinders. The U.S. Ar Force was

] prepared in some respects when, in 1947, Kenneth Arnold began the modern wave

|

i|

|
|i

|

|

57/ ide, p. 3.

’ 58/ Menzel, Donald. In Sagan and Page, op. cic, po 131:
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+. mom sus

femme Assos and she 196 me

1 1947, che ned States experienced a sees of UO sigheings hich axe
cnsituces the vepaniag of he soda ers of D8 in his cosy. Th asst
often cited of these cases is Kenneth Arnold's report in June, which was the

ieee of + ew vave of sighting cepocts fn the United States, Ted Blosher
rete = conpeebnsive analysis of he “uave of 1967 and cited 95 sighcinss

| aascurrd hae ma, scl fn She Torhst. Th volun ws sls
© peivrely So 1967 a Sap on che 0 ve of 100,
| On June 24, 1947 Kenneth Arnold, a fire-fighting equipment salesman fron

| anise, teen tie his eivate plane from Cahalis to Yass, Gashinton and
| anh vy ei ton for duns hae ch hd x iain fo sever
! days on the slopes of Mt. Rainier. Arnold was an experienced pilot with over

i 4,000 hours of Flying experience over mountains, an air-escue pilot, as vell

! as deputy sheriff of Ada County.

| out 5100 pm. Aro ve sppeoshis We. Raine fon the est and 8
ash of Hight cathe bi are, 30 55 somching are saflecting ofE  sicrr.
te Loved around nd sm ie shisces spidly approaching che sein on 3
sheen eating. Aa thy seid, he sau cha hey vee £lt, disc Shaped

LL mses arenes fn + isnt sepeton shton formation” sss
! N out over about five miles. Using the peaks of Mt. Rainier and Mt. Adams as
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reference points, he clocked their speed at 1,700 miles per hour. Allowing for

en of errs he sbszacted 30 ailes pes ove, giving the Sbjct a sped
eo afte por ous. 1507 he nk cbjst tha sould seve hat

stones merved ia and ou of the somEafs edhe, and esol desrip-

tion of their moving Like “a saucer skipping over vater! caused the media to

Se hore "eying saucer an afoceanace atsnnes Shich has esained £0

nis da.
oo ding Toki, Mold reds Sold His tary o Centel A

ote poet mag AL Bios, ad sod auicly spas sound the AEE.
th stom Aol cashed hs nex sip ou Bis rote, Pendleton, Orogn,

vient eens was wing fox hia. Discovesing bis gud standing in she

ey a experience 42 pile, he press uickly changed hese secu,

50 women sseveyeds vistoaly all of then seerted the ake, sy on he

| front pase.
| Despite the obvious controversy and investigation spurred by the sighting,

| it has not been resolved to this day. The official Air Force explanation is

ee atvage in whieh che cigs oF the moncain peaks appsEsd Fo bo ue”

et sone he soasain du a Layer of vaca aie. 1. Kile Fyne, Bose,

Te foventipation for the A ores, conclded Sha Lt vas probably a fest

men te found reson abe diffrence a Arola’s ea hich bu

en utoetsions into doubt. Aeseld had sepreed eh che abject were

| tion svay ad Shei oe about 45050 fst long. ek socad Sha an ob

oe a tot sive apn bn seine by the Ran ap a Sh ise, £0
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cherefore, Arnold's distance estimate was wrong. This would mean the objects i

: were closer to the pilot and traveling at subsonic speeds, completely within the !

capability of 1947 aircraft. !

Bloecher counters Hynek's argusents by saying that Arnold had used fixed

reference points to determine the distance, $0 it must have been the size esti= ;

mate that wasincorrect. One should note, however, that earlier in his report,

Bloeches states that Arnold had originally misidentified the mountain peaks.

He began to tine them as the first object reappeared from behind
the outlier peak on the southwest flank of Mountain Rainier. (He

Tater identified this peak as Goat Rocks, but he is probably in
error as Goat Rocks is approximately half-usy between Mount Rainier
nd Mount Adams.). 39/

Thus, the accuracy of the distance estimate must also be called into ques=

tion, leaving the case still unsolved. As mentioned above, the Alr Force did

not accept Hynek's explanation either or they would have classified it as "pos=

sible sircrate.”
.

|

| 2. U.S. Air Force Involvement (1948-1969)
| 8: hdr ForceInvolvenentLORI

| A major fear generated by (or a supporting cause of) UFO reports in the

| late 1940s was that these were new aircraft or secret weapons being tested by

i the enemy in preparation for another war. Thus, the Air Force was given respon=

1 sibility for investigating these reports and determining if a threat to the

i national security existed. The Ajr Force's involvement began in early 1948

Dresen, ic vn sed Tse eo, nap io
the name Project Blue Sook. In total, the Air Force kept records for 21 years

: (1948-1969) and received over 12,000 reports. Their final conclusion was that

: 2! Bloecher, Ted. Report on the UFO wave of 1947. The Author, 1967.

| pe 1-2.
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although some reported objects remained unidentified, they vere tot eneny

weapons or extratecresteial crafe, but only natural or conventional objects that

could not be identified, because of insufficient information. -

a. Projects Sign and Grudge (1948-1952) i

The many sightings reported in 1947 caused great concern in the Nation, :

nd the Air Force geared up to handle the situation. When the case concerning

honss Hantell occurred (he died while chasing a UFO in his Ale Force plane--see

appendix), the Air Force was ready to lavestigate.

Project Sign ves placed under the jurisdiction of the Intelligence Divi-

sion of the Air Force's Air Material Comand at Wright Field, Ohio (now Wright=

Patterson Air Force Base). This division was later renamed the Air Technical

Intelligence Center (ATIC) and was the base for UFO investigations until 1966

Division. Its function was to "collect, collate, evaluate and distribute to

interested government agencies and contractors all information concerning sight=

i the national security."

| The wide variety of opinions on UFOs and their origin was present even in

| 1948 when attention vas First focused on the issue. There vere those who con

sidered thea conventional objects, and those who thought they were extraterress

cial vehicles. Heabers of the latter group held the reins of pover at Sign

1 during its early months, and after the Eastern Airlines incident (see appendix)

they issued an "Estimate of the Situation” in which they concluded that UFOs

were indeed craft from other worlds. General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, thea Chief of

i
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Statt, rejected the report however, citing its Lack of evidence to support the

meory. Te sepors had been classified Top Secret S0/ nd after Vndenbers's |

action, all copies were reportedly destroyed.
|

Zhe lack of approval led to a change in policy at Sign, and those who felt |

UFOs were conventional objects took charge. In February 1949, che Air Force an- |

sounced that che classified nase "Sign" had been compromised, so they were {

cnanging che nase of che Project to Grudge (and they insist that there was 10

significance to this title), and the Sign grovp fssved a Final report. Te

change in cophasia was casily sjotted in the group's recomendations hich read

in pare:
Future activity on this project should be carried on at the minim
BE oo vecord, summarize and cvaluste the data received
Levelnecessary C0md to complete the specific investigations qow in
oe “hen and if a sufficient number of incidents sce solved to
Pet these sightings do not represent a threat to the
a tne Neciony che assignment of special project status to

| Ce  tould be terminated. Future investigations of reports
| he handled on 4 foutine basis like any ocher intelligence

work. 81/
| pespite ite controversial natuce and lack of internal consensus, Sign vas

| Mandled well. They had quickly realized the "signal-to-noise! problea and taken

{ ensures to deal vith ft. Dr. J. Allen fynek, an ssezonomer from Ohio State

: University (now head of the Center for UFO Studies), and the Air Weather Ser=

! vice vere respectively raquested fo soe out those ceports hich vere clearly

astronomical objects or weather balloons (and a large percentage were). The

statt's major problem vas inexperience in determining which cases deserved

further study.

* 60/ Edward Condon debated the security classification of this report, and

{+ the allegation that all copies were destroyed. Edward Ruppelt, later head of

re ope. smd Blue Bock, io the source of the dbove statement. See Condor,

1 rE aod Ruppel, Eauacd. The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects:
New York, Doubleday, 1956. Pp. 85.

61/ United States Air Force, Unidentified Aerial Objects: Project Sign,

Yo. FoAR-2074TA, Feb. 1909: viViL.
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Because of unfaatliarity with the pheaonenon, the staff spent
inordinate asounts of time on sightings that ere obviously Aven
airerafc, seteors, or hoaxes. The staff also spent much time
Joking into the private lives of witnesses to see if they were oui:
celfable. Sign checked routinely with FL field offices and
Crainal and subversive files of police departments, and the niin -
Graff interviewed the witnesses’ fellow employees, friends, snd
Acquatatances. The Sign staff, however, did a creditable job
Considering that these early sightiags ususlly contained too !
{ittle information on which to base any kind of judgaent and i
that the Alr Force had no standardized method of reporting |
sightings. 62/ .

Ihe Afr Force continued to favestigate UFOs under Project Grudge even though

sost of the people Lnvolved were convinced that these were non-hostile end mon-

atlitary fn nature. The Air Force still wanted to have the controlling hand in

iovestigating reports, which prevented the scientific community froa conducting

studies of its own, since all the "good" reports vere in the hands of, and clas=

sified by, the Alr Force. In this samer, the Ar Force shaped the nature of the

controversy for the entire 21 years of its involvement, and Project Grudge vas

deternined to explatn every sighting.

| To assist in the effort to debunk UFOs, Ruppelt reported that the Alr Force

1 selectively granted peraission to Sidney Shallet of the Saturday Evening Post

to have access to their files for an article on the subject. According to

|
4s a public relations officer later told me 'We had a devil of a
time. ALL of the writers ho vere after saucer stories had made

! their own lavestigations of sightings and ue couldn't convince them
| they vere wrong.’ + . I have heard many tises, from both military

Dorsonsel and civilians, that the Alx Force told Shallet exactly what
Do say in his article—play down the UFO--don't write anything that
even hints that there might be something foreign in our skies. I
ontt belfeve that this is the case. I think he just wrote the UFO

} Story as it was told to hia, told to him by Project Grudge. 63/

62/ Jacobs, op. cite, pe 47

; 63/ fuppelt, op. cit. p. 88-89
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In 1951, Capt. Edward Ruppelt was placed in charge of Grudge, and brought

: new Life to the project, for he vas not ag convinced as his predecessors that :

UFOs were not worth studying. He formally contracted Hynek as a consultant, .

nd through his efforts the project's staff and budget were increased. He recos

nized the unwillingness of many Air Force pilots to report UFO sightings for

Sear of ridicule and arranged for a new directive to be issued and standardized

reporting foras were made available. Air Force Letter 2005 directed every Alt

Force base in the world to imediately telegram information on any UFO sighting

, + ohRESOATIC and other major Air Force comands, with a completeFe ERm—

sent later to ATIC. By 1952, Grudge was a very well organized effort.

b. Project Blue Book and the Robertson Panel (1952-1933)
ProjectBlueBookandBe me

| Nineteen fifty-tuo was a boom year for UFO reports, with a record 1,501

| reported ia that one year alone. One of the most important, if for no other

| reason then its location, occurred in Washington D.C. (see appendix). The Aix

oo hat send ics incest, and spread Crude from 8 POJRCE 0 8 eparsEe

| vo tnoresse along wich the number of sightings, and he fnseicuted the practice

| eet sep offisrs of th Ai efene Comind on via hei TES
! ceneras (numbering dbout 30 nationwide) to help detect VF0s, and contracted with

aattelle Memorial Institute to perform a statistical analysis of UFO characteris”

| tics. He completely revitalized the project.

By the beginning of 1953, ATIC was overshelued with tepores. Again opin” :

{on vas split on the significance. Some skeptics began believing in the extras

terrestrial hypothesis while others more firaly held to their "conventional
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abjects™ stance. Regardless of uhac UFOs were, the Air Force decided that the

umber of reports had to be drastically reduced to ease the concern of the

. masses, so they asked the CIA to form a panel of top scientists to study the

fesse. The group was chaired by Dr. H. ?. Robertson, and is therefore usually

referred to as the Robertson Panel.

Although a sanitized version of this report had been available for a number

of years, it was only in Deceaber 1974 hat the CIA finally declassified the re

sort and made copies available. The wesbors were finally identifiable, together

with their AFFilTations and areas of expertise: [I Se

Dr. H. P. Robertson, California Institute of Technology, physics
and weapons systems:

De ule bo Alvares, University of California, physics and radar;
De. Lloyd 7. Berkner, Associated Universities, Inc., geophysics;
Dr. Samel Goudsmit, Brookhaven National Laboratories, atomic

stroctuee; and
Dr. Thornton Page, Johns Hopkins University, astronomy and

| astrophysics.

In addition to these five panel mesbers, other participants included:

De. 3. Allen Hynek, Onio Scate University, sstronony
We. Frederick C. Durant, 11, Arthur D. Little, Tnc., rockets and

suited missiles (who served as reporter for the panel);
[ Belg. Gen. Willian M. Garland, Commanding General, ATIC, sci=
| entific and technical intelligence;
| oe Necenall Chadwell, Assistant Director, O/SI, CIA;
1 Me. Ralph L. Clark, Deputy Assistant Director, 0/SI, CIA; and

: Me. Philip G. Strong, CIA.

After studying 75 UFO reports, the panel concluded that there uss no evi~

| dence of a "direct physical threat to national security" and that the "contin

i f ’
| ued enphasis on the reporting of these phenomena, in these parlous tines, re-

sult in a threat to the orderly functioning of the protective organs of the

i body politic." They therefore recommended:

. o. That the national security sgencies take imediate steps to strip
* The Unidentified Flying Objects of the special status they have

been given and the aura of mystery they have unfortunately
acquired;
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b. That the national security agencies institute policies on intel-
Tatas: raining, and public education designed to prepare the (v
Eeiial defenses and the morale of the country to recognize
ee beomptly and fo resct most effectively to true indications
Sf hostile intent or action.

To accouplish these ends, they proposed a public education program to train -

people to identify correctly known objects, as vell as a "debunking! effort to

Lover public interest. They were, they said, impressed by the lack of sound

data in the majority of case histories, as well as by the "lack of speedy fol-

Low-up due primarily co the modest size and limited facilities of the ATIC sec

tion concerned ":n effict, they suggested that the Air Eorce Project be con

cinued at its present level, only ith a change in eaphasis fron attempting to

doteraine the nature of UFOs to convincing the public that nothing was awry in

the skies. 64/

Job everyone connected with the panel agreed with its recommendation, how

] ever. Hynek was not officially a member of the panel and therefore vas wot

| fn any case, since he considered it uneasonsble that the panel could cone to

[ « conclusion about UFOs in four days, when he himself had spent more chan four

| years in the tield. §5/

| he effect of the report was significant. Once again the Ar Force changed

| ies position, and now the seatisent vas that UFOs were not a threat co national

! security, UFO seports vere, and the purpose of Blue Book vould be £o educate the

public. The Air Force could now say chat an impartial and independent group of

scientists had found mo evidence of extraterrestrial visitation or eneay weapons.

44) durant, 7. C. Report of Meetings of Scientific Mvisery hanel on for
identitied Flying Objects. Convened by Office of Scientific Intelligence, CA
Jan. 14-18, 1953. |

i 65/ Jacobs, op. cite, pe %.
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Contrary to the panel's recomendation, however, Blue Book's staff and

budget began to shrink, not remain level. The Battelle statistical report vas

. finally completed, and it corroborated the panel's position that no threat was

evident (this report was later released as Special Report #li--see below). Thus,

by the time Ruppelt left the Project and the Air Force in August 1953, only he ;

and two assistants remained. When no replacement came for him, the Project was

handed over to Airman First Class Max Futch.

c. Special Report #14 and the O'Brien Report:
Peet The Fook TIRES

The period from 1953 to 1966 was en era of public relations for Blue Sook.

It sec about the task of educating the public as to the "true" nature of UFOs,

and tried to counteract the interest raised by believers such as Major Keshoe.

Keyhoe had created public discomfort when he published Air Force regulations

| “hich prohibited the release of UFO reports to the public (Air Force Regulation

200-2) and made disclosure of sightings described in JAAP (Join Army-Navy-Aix

| Force-Publication) 146 forms a criminal offense. APR 200-2 also allegedly sus
gested that all UFO reports be solved in any way possible. Predictably, the

| Keshoe and Alr Force factions disagreed on the meaning of the following paragcaphe.

¢ Air Force activities must reduce the percentage of wnidentifieds
to the mininum, Analysis thus far has explained all but a few of
the sightings reported. These unexplained sightings are carried
Statistically as unidentifieds. If more imediate, detailed, ob

| Jective data on the unknowns had been available, probably these,
{ too could have been explained. However, because of the human

factors involved, and the fact that analyses of UFO sightings
depend primarily on the personal impressions and interpretations

© of the observers rather than on accurate scientific data or facts
obtained under controlled conditions, the elimination of all un-
identifieds is improbable. APR 80-17
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5-4. Response to Public Interest. The Secretary of the Ar force,
Bon(SAF-01) maintains contact with the public and

Fic oTtie on all aspects of the UFO program and related sctivic, , -

Oe Beivate individuals oc organizations desiciag Air Force inter!

en briefings, Lectures, or private discussions on UFOs will be i, .

Se ved fo disect their requests to SAP-OL. ix Force members Host

 aiiy comected with UFO investigations will refrain fron

EO tion or comment on UFO reports uhich aty mislead of cause the ‘

lite to construe these opinions as official Alr Force findings.
AFR 80-17

conton maintained that the critics vere misreading the paragraphs, that

the first did not in any vay suggest speculation as to the nature of 3sight-

ing, sinply that che investigation of a report should be pursued seriously and

thoroughly. The second, he maintains, was sioply a sechod £0 Vaininize the

Circulation of wild stories end premature reports before an investigacionis

completed." 66/

fo counteract these charges, the Air Force, upon Ruppelc's suggestion, con”

| fosioned Batcelle to deceraine if anyehing in the sir "represented technologi=

! cal developments aot known to this countey,” and to build a model of & flying

i saucer from the data. The Battelle findings vere released in 1955 and became

i Labeled Special Report #14. The reseaschers reported That they could neither

! devise a model of Flying saucer or find physical evidence that hey exist;

| they found no trends in the data. David Saunders, later a member of the Colo

cado group that produced the Condon Report, stated chat whoever performed the

i study id it in such a vay as to minimize the possibility of finding something

significant.

hia $100,000 taxpayer-financed report was issued in May of 1935

EE epetts co be 4 sophisticated statistical creataeat of al}

: End PUPOrt TS Files up through late 1952, a period when the Mix

Reeae still getting auch interesting input. The teport con

Fo than 200 cables filled with nusbers. It also mkes use

66/ Condon, op. cit, p. 530:
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of an elenentary statistic known as chi-square to lend credence
To ira prinecy argument. Tuas iopressed by the fact that not
ven the formula. seed for calculating chizsquare was correct.
oi vith femackable eguisrity, shoever 41d these statistics

. Sravined the categories so as fo aininize his chances of finding
Snything significant. 81
Again the Al Force had sisjodged public response. Instead of quelling

the controversy it gave it more fuel, especially when it was criticized by i

rappel himself. The group stated that “the probability chat any of the
UNKNOWNS considered in this study are 'flying saucers’ is concluded to be ex-
tremely small, siace the most complete and reliable reports from the present
data. . . conclusively failed to reveal even a ough model  . .  Ruppelt
countered that Battelle had not been asked to explain theunindentified re-

| posts ox ote he TED probien, but any co desemine §€ skooun Sechelapial
developments were evident in their movements.

| Nevertheless, the Air Force used Special Report #14 as the foundation of

| thei official stance for many years, for they could still say that the Lssue :

| vo heen tudind sefentiEiatly and he conclusion vas dem hat UFO vee
| sot extraterrestrial. As other men became Blus Book Director, public education

| became the watchword and investigation was left to the private UFO organiza

| tions, which began to flourish.
i Jat thei public selations campaig vas not very effective. Nore and more
| people began to chink the Air Force vas covering up souething, that they did in-

: deed have evidence that Earth vas being visited by aliens. Two contributing

factors to this theory vere that the Air Force still refused the media access

} to their files, and those who knew of Blue Book's activities couldn't believe

: that such a low-priority, low-budgeted, and minimally staffed operation could

§7/ Saunders, David, and R. Roger Harkins. UFOs? Yes New York,
World Publishing Co., 1968. 7. 115.
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actually be investigating reports to the extent the Air Force itself claimed.

Thus they believed that Blue Book was a front for a much higher level investi=

gative team. Hynek disagrees with this theory, citing the high turn-over rate .

among Blue Book directors. After Ruppelt left, the Project in turn vas headed

by Captain Harden, Captain Gregory, Major Friend and Major Quintanilla. He i

also states: : |

ALL my association with Blue Book showed clearly that the project
Carely exhibited any scientific interest in the UFO problem. They
certainly did not address themselves to what should have been con
“idered the central problem of the UFO phenomenon: is there an as
Jet unknown physical or psychological or even paranormal process
That gives rise to those UFO reports that survive severe screening
and still remain truly puzzling?

| Such lack of interest belies any charge of. ‘cover-up’ they just
| didn'c care. 68/

| During the period between the issuance of Special Report #14 (1955) and the

1966 0'Beien report, one of Blue Book's prime concerns was that Congress would

call for hearings on what they were doing. To prevent this, whenever a Congress=

- ain roach the sect €o the Al Tossa, be was given an individu briefing

| think that UFOs were something to be concerned about. At this point the Congress

| man would usually commend the Air Force on its conduct of the matter, and decide

t not to hold hearings. §9/

i One of these briefings was to a subcommittee, not to an individual Congress-

| nan. In 1958, the House of Representatives set up the Select Comittee on Astro

i nautics and Space Exploration (later Science and Astronautics Committee, now

Science and Technology Comittee) to deal with the emerging issue of space

$8/ Hynek, UFO Experience, op. cit., p. 160.

69/ See Jacobs, op. cit., chapter 7.
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exploration. Rep. John HeCormack (p-tass.) chaired the Subcommittee on Atmos

sheric Phenomena and decided to hold week-long hearings on UFO. On August 8,

: they calied on Air Force chief science advisory Francis Arcier, Captain Gregory

(head of Blue Book at the tine), Majors Best and Byrne of Air Force Intelligence,

and Majors Brouer and Tacker of the Office Public Information. MeCorack an-

ounced at the begining of the session that it vas not actually a hearing, and

in fact no stenographer was present. Records cited by David Jacobs 10/ vers sp-

pecently taken by the Air Force participinta themselves and are not an officisl

cranscript of the meeting. 11/ Co

By the end of the day, Congressman NoCormsck announced that he vas satis

fied with the Air Force's handling of the subject and no formal hearings would

| be necessary. The Air Force had once again averted publicity.

| he reprieve did not last Long, hovever, and in 1960 they were called to

Capitol #11 again. David Jacobs reports that three committees, House Armed

i Forces, House Science and Astronautics, and Senate Preparedness, called for a

| Leiating by che Air Force, under the chaizmamship of "Congressman Seact.”

| nie ia an error. Only staff mesbers vese present at the briefing, which

! segates much of the significance given by Jacobs to the bricfing. le states

| that "congeessuen for this first time had expressed dissatisfaction with the

070 program aad had suggested steps to remedy the situation.” In fact, Saart

i vas a staff member of the House Armed Services Comittee (not Armed Forces, and

Mis first name is Sobert, aot Richard) and the other participants listed by

oe 207 Jacobs, op. cite, p. 160-162.

. 71/ The Late Dr. Charles Sheldon, sho vas Chief of the Seience Eolict fe
sear bivraion. Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress from 1963

eyed as Aosistant Director of the Select Committee on Astronautics
ni Tatar as Technical Director of the perament House Science nd

i Saen erittes. He vas present during this entire session and clarified

‘aspects of Jacobs' account.
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Jacobs (Spencer Beresford--not Bereford, Richard Hines, and Frank Hammill--pot ©

Hamit) were from the staff of the Science and Astronauctics Comittee. “Also,

there is no indication that the Senate Preparedness Committee staff pacticipa-

ted in this briefing, and Jacobs does not list anyone from that committee. 72/

Although the staff members were not as pleased with Air Force performance

as Congressman McCormack had been, little was changed in Blue Book. By 1963

congressional interest had dropped considerably, and this lull continued through

1964.

Ninety-sixty-five was a different matter.

For 17 years, 1947 to 1964, the UFO controversy raged within the
confines of special interest groups——the Air Force on one hand and
the private UFO organizations on the other. The press, public, and
Congress became involved sporadically, but for them the subject of
UFOS and the controversy over the phenomenon had only fleeting
interest, . . . But the period fron 1965 to 1967 marked a turning
point in the controversy. Those who had been on the periphery of
the controversy became actively engaged in it. The press, pub-
lic, Congress, and the scientific community all entered the debate
over UFOs. As a result, the Air Force finally gave up its near
monopoly of the UFO study and asked a university to examine the

| phenomenon. 73/

| By the close of 1965, ATIC had received 887 reports. The media began to

| epost on UFOs again, raising public consciousness, and Hynek suggested that

] another panel of scientists review the situation and Blue Book's status. As a

i result, the Ad Hoc Committee to Review Project Blue Book was formed, headed by

| De. Brian O'Brien (its report was called the O'Brien Report).

72/ Dr. Sheldon, at the time of this scssion, was Technical Director for
the Science and Astronautics Committee and again served as the source for the
“hove material. Jacobs’ version can be found on pages 176-179 of his book.

13 Jacobs, op. cit., p. 193.
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©" Joining O'Brien (a physicist) on the panel were: Dr. Launor F. Carter,

poychologist, System Development Corporation; Dr. Jesse Orlansky, psychologist,

Institute for Defense Analyses; Dr. Richard Porter, electrical engineer; Dr.

carl Sagan, astronomer and space scientist, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observa~

cory; and Dr. Willis H. Ware, electrical engineer, the RAND Corporation. ALL

but Sagan were members of the Alr Force Scientific Advisory Board.

They met for only one day, February 3, 1966, reviewing the Robertson Panel

report and being briefed by the then head of Blue Book, Major Quintanilla, and

eaeIEEE Wisi Focke's Foreign Technology Division (a nevlyformerGEES

sion which took over UFO investigations). In March, the O'Brien group issued

its report.

Their assessment of the situation was very similar to the Robertson find-

| ings. They stated again that the cases which remsined unidentified did so only

] because of insufficient information to solve them, and cited the fact that even

though hundreds of astronomers constantly vatched and photographed the sky, they

| bad not recorded any UFOs. They conceded that Blue Book's resources vere very

scarce (at that time only one officer, a sergeant, and a secretary vere involved),

| but that effort vas well organized.

: Rather than suggest disbanding Blue Book, the O'Brien panel recommended

that it be strengthened.

| ... there is aluays the possibility Ehat analysis of new sightings
ay provide sone additions to scientific knowledge of value to the
AY Force othe committee recommends that the present program be
Strengthened to provide opportunity for scientific investigation of
elected sightings in morc detail and depth than had been possible

i. to date. 74/

20/ Special Report of the USAY Scientific Advisory Board A Hoc Comittee
| to Review Project Blue Book. Condon, op. cit., p. 543.
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Following up on the O'Brien panel's recommendations was no easy matter. :

UFOs were not considered a subject worthy of investigation by many "impartial" -

scientists (a requirement on which the Air Force insisted and which ruled out

Shey found a highly respected physicist, De. Bhuasd Us Condon, to best

| the project, and debate Ls also rampant as to why he sccepeed he assignment.

a dak o sine to dove to i (and Condon biaself only comsiteed hle-

| Coton stated chat i was che appt o his pateiasic duty, sive the

| Air Force requested him specifically to head the project, and after some dis

i cussion with colleagues, decided to say yes. He adds that "Had I known of the

3 duct to which their faith can lead them, I certainly would never have undertaken

! the study." 75/

I Along with Condon were principal investigators Stuart W. Cook (psychology),

i Franklin E. Roach(astrogeophysics), David Saunders (psychology), withWilliam

Scott (psychologist) listed as a co-principal investigator. Robert Low, Assist=
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associates vere hired: Woman E. Levine (Ph.D. Engineering), Ronald I. i

Presnell (¥.., Sogineering), Gerald M. Rothberg (Ph.D. Physics), Herbert J.

Steencz (h.A., Journalism), and James 5. Wadsworth (3.4., Behavioral Sciences).

The choice of Condon seemed to please both believers and non-believers, for

they vere convinced of his impartiality and willingness to take a stand against |

popular opinion. During the McCarthy era he had been branded a communist, and,

rather than suffer quietly, demanded a hearing and kept the matter in front of .

the press. He was subsequently cleared. 76/ ;

Shortly after the project began operating in October 1966, however, doubts ~~ *'*

began to emerge about its impartiality, and especially that of Condon. In

January 1967 Condon stated in a speech that the Government should get out of

the UFO business and the phenomenon itself had nothing to it. Future speeches

and interviews provided much the same negative attitude. 77/ The situstion vas

further aggravated in July 1966 when two of the project members, Saunders and

Levine, discovered a memorandun written by Project Coordinator Low on August 9,

| 1966, shortly before the project got under way. In it, low set down some

| thoughts on how the study should be conducted and wrote:

| ove study woud be condusted anos exclusively by nosbetisvess ;
| who, although they couldn't possibly prove a negative result,
| Could and probably would add an impressive body of evidence that

there is no reality to the observations. The trick vould be, I
think, to describe the project go that, to the public, it would
appear a totally objective study, but, to the scientific community,
vould represent the image of a group of nonbelievers trying their
Best to be objective, but having an alsost zero expectation of
finding a saucer. 78]

|

: 76/ For a biographical sketch of Condon, see Saunders and Harkins, op.
cit. Tp. 32-45.

7/ Jacobs, op. cit., p. 226-227.

: 78/ The memo was addressed to Dr. E. James Archer, Dean of the Graduate
School, and Thurston E. Manning, Faculty Dean. Archer stated that he never

(continued)
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Saunders and Levine vere distressed by the suggestion of "tricks" and seat

« copy of the Letter to NICAP President, Donald Keyhoe. Keyhoo forvarded a copy

to br. James ¥ebonald, a UFOlogist fron the University of Arizona, who referenced

it in a January 1968 letter to Low. Low read Medonald's letter on February 6 and

reportedly wes furious. He took the matter to Condon who charged that Saunders

and Levine had stolen the letter, and should not have sent it outside the project |

staff. The tuo were immediately fired for insubordination. Two weeks later, 3

Low's Aduinisteative Assistant, Mary Louise Armstrong, resigned stating that

sorale was very low within the project and the participants had no confidence .

in Low's leadership.
he full story of this incident was written up by John Fuller for Look

aagasine 79/ and created quite a stir vithin the academic comunity and Congress,

although public reaction was subdued. NICAP and APRO, who had been providing the

Condon staff with reports and preliminary investigations by their meabers as well

| vs providing other valuable services, aut this suport of the commistes. In
| congress, Representative J. Bdeacd Roush (D-Ind. organized hearings before the

| House Science and Astronautics Committee on UFOs, although the Condon committee

i {taelf was aot reviewed, since it did not cone within the comittee's jurisdic

! tion (see next section).

i Condon stated that he was not avare of the memorandus’s existence until the

| McDonald Letter arcived in February 1968, well after the project vas undervay,

i

i (continued) saw the original memo and was unaware of it until brought to his at
: Ce gar Haskins. See Saunders and Harkins, op. cit., p. 194. Since
| Ce heCet this loiter is difficult to obtain, and was such a controversial
i ester in the Condon study, Lt is printed in full 4s Appendix C.

; 19) Faller, John G. Flying Saucer Fissco. Look, v. 32, Kay 16, 1968: )
! 58, 60-63.

i
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sud therefore it had no effect on its operation. 80/ Saunders himself had second

thoughts about Condon's pat in the letter. He had sssused chat since Condon vas

sentioned, he had been aware of ft, but adaits chat Condon sight not have been

wed i he had knovn that, might have handled the sicuation differently. 31/

Some criticisa aay be dus both Saunders and Levine for sending the letter to

ICAP rather than the Aix Force contract monitor.

Ae & result of the continuing dissension vithin the group, by the tine they

finished their study on June 1, 1968, a shadow of suspicion had already fallen

ver theis final recomendations. Tris may have prospted Condon's decision

vo send the report to the National Academy of Sciences for review before public

cation, and the Acadeny gave the report its stamp of approval.

he NAS panel was comprised of 11 scientists without previous experience

| report itself. They found that the scope, methodology and conclusions of the

work vere quice propes:

| 2 scientific study of UFO phenomena.

| We chink the methodology and approach were well chosen inaccordance

| och accepted standards of scientific investigation.

! We concur with [the] evaluations and recommendations.

we are unaninous in the opinion that this has been a very creditabls
Here ta appiy objectively the relevant techniques of science to the

I eof tha UFO problem. . « . Vile further study of particular
Tot the topic (e.g, atmospheric phenomena) may be useful, o

EE ion in general is not a promising vay to expand scientific

50] Condon, op. cit., po 550. Note that he saya the acmo vas dated

i Aug. TO, although the actual date seems to be Aug. 9:

i 81/ Saunders and Hacking, op. cit., Pr 195:
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understanding of phenomena. On the basis of present knowledge
the least Likely explanation of UFGs is the hypothesis of excra-
terrestrial visitations by fntelligent beings. 82/ . -

: The matn conclusion of the Condon report, as stated by Condon fn his sus .

aay, ts:
our general conclusion 1s that nothing has cone from the study of
fos in the past 21 past years that has added to scientific know-
Ledge. Careful consideration of the record as ic is available to
ue Beads us to conclude that further extensive study of UFOs prob
bly cannot be justified in the expectation that science Will be
advanced thereby. 83/

A page later, however, he adds:

Sclencists are no respecters of authority. Our conclusion that study
SbF reports is not likely to advance science will not be uncri-
Sicarly accepted by thea. Nor should it be, nor do we wish it to
bee oe sclentists, it is our hope that the detailed analytical
Presentation of what we were able to do, and of what ve vere mot
Pete to do, will assist thea in deciding whether or not they spree
ith our conclusions. Our hope is that the details of this report
WIL) help other scientists in seeing what the problems are and the
dies1culties of coplog with them. - + »

Therefore we think chat all of the agencies of the Federal Covern-
ent, and the private foundations as well, ought to be willing to
enEider the UFO research proposals along with the others sub
Sitted to thea on an open-minded, unprejuliced basts. While we
> hot think at present that anything worthuhile is likely to cone
5% such research cach individual case ought be carefully consid~
ered on dts own merits. 86/

iynek calls this a "aasterplece of throwing a scrap of political meat to

i the critic dogs. A more insincere statement can hardly be imagined, and surely

br. Condon, master in the politico-scientific world, would be the frst to recog~

| nize it as such.” 85/ Whether Condon actually was being devious, or 1 he simply

| e—
| §2/ Review of the University of Colorado Report on Unidentified Flying
i Objects by a Panel of che National Academy of Sciences, 1969.

#/ Condon, op. cite, pe Lo

$4/ Condon, op. cit. pe 2-3

85/ Hynek, UFO Experience, op. eit, p- 193:

i
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wanted to call attention to the fact that his was only one committee and anyone
can make mistakes, is a matter of opinion. .

. Besides finding fault with the cases chat were chosen to be studied (some
clain that since most were recent cases, no trends could be established) and
the scientific methodology involved, criticism seemed to center around Condon's
participation in the study. Of 23 chapters, he wrote only one, which dealt with
the historical aspects of Air Force involvement. He wrote the sumary and con-
clusions, but they did not always seem consistent with what the other participants
wrote in the rest of the book. :

To understand the Condon report, which is difficult to read, due
in part to its organization, one must study the bulk of the report.
It is not enough to read summaries, such as those by Sullivan and by
Condan, or sumaries of sumaries, on which the vast majority of
readers and news media seem to rely. There are differences in the
opinions and conclusions drawn by the authors of the various chapters,
and there are differences between these and Condon's summary. Not
all conclusions contained in the report itself are fully reflected
in Condon's summary.

Condon's chapter, 'Sumary of the Study,’ contains more than its
title indicates: it disclosed many of his personal conclusions.
Making value judgaents was no doubt one reason why Condon was asked
to handle the project. One is happy to obtain the judgaeat of so
experienced and respected a man; but one need not agree with it. 86/
Tn effect, although there were many critics of theConddn report in the sci-

entific comunity, the general public apparently accepted the Condon conclusion
that there was no value in continuing a study of the problem. The Air Force used

|this reasoning to cancel Project Blue Book in December 1969, and since then has
had no official interest in the subject. The Condon Report is, at the very least, i
an extensive reference work on UROs.

86/ UFO: a Appraisal of the Problem, A Statement by the UFO Subcomnit-
tee OF the ALM. Astronautics and Aeronautics, Nov. 1970: 46.
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3." Congressional Interest )

Due perhaps to the controversial nature of subject, Congress has been some
“hat reluctant to get into the practice of making statenencs or holding hearings
related to unidentified flying objects. National interest was so acute in the
1960s, however, thattwocommittees of the House of Representatives did hold hear-

ings to Learn more about the matter and to quell concerns of their constituents.
The Fict was in 1966 by the Armed Services Comittee, the second in 1968 by the
Science and Astronautics Gomittes. Their purpose vas to serve as a forum, not
to solve the question.

a. House Arsat Services Comittee earings (1966).

ho might be assumed from the comsittae's name, the main interest of its
| hearings vas Air Force involvement in UFOs from Project Sign through Project
| Blue Book. The only witnesses called were from the Alr Force: Secretary Harold
| Brown (accompanied by General McConnell), Major Hector Quintanilla, Jr., and

| be. 1. Allen fyaek, consuleant to the Project.
In his testimony, Secretary Broun explained the methods used by the Air Force

to study UFO reports and announced that of 10,147 cases reported from 1947-1965, 1

fdenti fications had been made of 9,501. He noted that although the Air Force |
had not identi Fied any national security threat or any evidence of extraterres- !
ceial vehicles, they would continue to investigate reports with an open mind.

In a special report of the U.S. Air Force Scientific Advisory Board Ad Hoc
Committee to Review Project Blue Book (the 0'Brien Report), submitted with the

Saccetary's testimony, the statement was msde chat the 646 unidentified sightings
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"are simply those in which the information available does not provide an adequate

basis for analysis.” 87/

The report vent on to suggest that the Air Force increase the resources made

available, so scientific investigation of selected sightings could be subjected

to this study. The reports would be available upon request and given wide unso-

licited circulation among Members of Congress and other public persons.

When asked by the chairman of the Armed Services Comittee if anyone thought
| UOs were from outside the solar system, Secretary Brown responded: i.

TR LT Raa
“Fai of no one of scientific standing or executive standing
or with a detailed knowledge of this, in our organization who
believes that they come from extraterrestrial sources. 88/
Dr. Hynek was the next to testify and in response to an accusation that he

] .
was an Air Force "puppet" on the subject, he read a statement "which has certainly

not been dictated by the Air Force.”

Admitting that during his 20 years of association with UFOs, the subject

seemed "utterly ridiculous . . . like some fad or craze [that] would subside in

a matter of months," Hynek announced that he had chosen 20 cases, still uniden-

tified, for further study to illustrate that no one was hiding the fact that

there were still unsolved cases. He also repeated a recommendation he had been
making for 13 years that Project Blue Book could not study the reports as closely
as was needed and that a civilian group should be appointed. |

In questioning from the committee, Rep. Nedzi (D-Mich.) asked about sight- |

ings in other countries and vhen told the Air Force dealt with U.S. sightings

. 81/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services. Unidentified
Flying Objects. Hearings, 39th Cong., 2nd Sesa., Apr. 5, 1966. Washington,
U.S. Gove. Print. OFf., 1966. p. 5995.

$8/ bid. p. 6005.
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only and no one in the other countries was investigating UFO reports, he sug- )
gested that there be an exchange of ideas among U.S. and othér scientists. The
Chairman said an international effort would not broaden the basic data base and :
might degrade the quality of data, considering the difficulty encountered in

setting details in this country.
In general, the Members of the committee expressed disbelief in extrater-

restrial vehicles and confidence in the Air Force and Dr. Hynek. Rep. Hebert
(D-La.) asked if Dr. Hynek had conferred with Ray Walston on the matter (Mr.

| Walston portrhyed”s Martian on a television show at that tide.) —

| b. House Science and Astronautics Committee Hearings (1968)

Despite the reassurance given by the Armed Services Committee, the contro-
versy over UFOs continued and in 1963 nother set of hearings was conducted,
this tine by the House Science and Astronautics Committee. These proceedings

| were the opposite of the 1966 hearings in that not only were no Air Force wit-
nesses called, but the other witnesses were not allowed to comment on Project
Blue Back at all, siace the camittee did mot feel Air Force activities came
under their jurisdiction. 89/

Six men presented testimony and six others prepared statements for the |

below, although the other six statements are recomended to the reader, as ia
portant to a sore complete understanding. |

89/ U.S. Congress. House. Comittee on Science and Astronautics. Sym
posium on Unidentified Flying Objects. Hearings, 90th Cong., 2nd Sess.,
July 29, 1968. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1968: p. 2.
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© DR. J. ALLEN HYNEK, DEPARTMENT OF ASTRONOMY, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

. Eaphasizing that he was appearing “as a private citizen and scientist and

not a representative of the Air Force" Hynek again explained that although he

originally held no interest in the subject, his official involvement with UFOs

eventually led to an acufe interest in certain of the reports.

Although some reports are obviously misunderstandings of natural phenomena,

some contain information not readily explainable and of scientific interest.

Hynelc asked "By what right can we summarily ignore [vitnesses'] testimony and

imply that they are deluded or just plain liars? Would ve so treat these same

people if they were testifying in court, under oath, on more mundane matters?" 90/

Hynek pointed out that the most crucial problem for a scientist examining

the subject is the lack of hard-core data. "His publicly available source ma-

terial is almost certain to consist of sensational, undocumented accounts of

what may have been an actual event." 91/

| He also pointed out several misconceptions about UFOs: that only UFO buffs

| report sightings; that they are never reported by scientifically trained people;

| hey are never, ssn at close sanges they have never been detested by radars and
{ they have never been recorded by scientific cameras. 92/ ALL of these statements

Stating that "I do not feel that T can be labeled as a flying saucer 'be=

Liever'~-ny swamp gas record in the Michigan UFO melee should suffice to quash

any such idea--but I do feel . . . signals continue to point to a mystery that

. needs to be solved," he made the following recomendations:

90/ hid. pe 5.

91/ bid. p. 6

| 92/ hid. p. 13.
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1. That Congress establish a UFO Scientific Board of Inquiry to
study those cases that come under his definition of UFO [see :
chapter 1 of this report];

2. That the United States seek the cooperation of the UnitedNations to set up means for international exchange of infor-mation on UFOs.

PROF. JAMES E. MCDONALD, DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY, iUNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

Prof. McDonald explained that his intense interest in UFOs began with a
visit to the Project Blue Book offices at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in
1966. In the two intervening years "I have interviewed several hundred witnesses
in selected cases, and T am astonished at what I have found." 93/ He was called
by the committee to discuss witnesses because of his expertise in the area, both
in the United States and abroad.

He pointed out that, contrary to public opinion, those who report UFOs are
not usually interested in notoriety. For example, in Australia "People are quite
unwilling to tell you about a UFO sighting, afraid scauaintances would think
they have ‘gone around the bend,’ as the Australians put it. Over and over you

encounter that. People are reluctant to report what they are seeing.” 94/
Another characteristic . . . is the tendency . . . to turn firstnot to che hypothesis that he is looking at a spaceship, but ratherit must be an asbulance . . . or that is a helicopter. . . . Thereis a conventional interpretation considered first, only then docsthe witness got out . . . and realize the thing is stopped in mid !air and is going backwards. 95/ !
McDonald also referred to the fluctuating nature of sightings or waves, and ;

suggested it is only because the media do mot put the reports on the wire services

93/ 1bid., p. 18.

%4/ id., p. 20.

95/ Ibid. p. 20.
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MN with any regularity. He cites a recent case with over 100 witnesses that received
only a short column in a local newspaper. “The ridicule 1id keeps these out of
sight."

McDonald next turned his attention to a recently espoused theory by Philip
| Klass that 070s vere in fact ball Lightning, a shysical phencasron. fe pointed

out that during Project Grudge the Air Force concluded that "ball lightning
doesn't come near to explaining these sightings” and agreed with that assessment:

One of the most characteristic features of a plasma is its very
short Lifetine and exceedingly great instability. . . . To
suggest that clear weather conditions can somehow’ create and
maintain plasmas that persist for many minutes, and fool pilots
with 18,000 flight hours into thinking that thy are white and
red-doned disco . . . is unreasonable. 96/
He concluded that "UFOs are entirely real and we do mot know what they are . .

The possibility that these are extraterrestrial devices, that we are dealing
with surveillance from some advanced technology, is a possibility I take very
seriously." We emphatically agreed with Hynek's recommendations for a broad
based study and international cooperation. In his written statement he elab-
orated upon his oral testimony and cited many cases vhere there was radar con-
tact, multiple witnesses, daylight sightings, etc. to dispel the misconception
that these had never occurred.

DR. CARL SAGAN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ASTRONOMY, CENTER
FOR RADIOPHYSICS AND SPACE RESEARCH, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Dr. Sagan was asked to testify on the possibility of extraterrestrial life
. (see chapter 3). He is a leading proponent of extraterrestrial intelligence

and leading skeptic about UFOs being spaceships piloted by other beings.

96/ Tvid., p. 26.
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We went through an explanation of how difficult it would be for other
"civilizations to detect life on Barth, and of communicating with other civilizations

in the universe if, in fact, they do exist. (For further information on this
subject, see Possibility of Intelligent Life Elseshere in the Universe, House
Committee on Science and Technology, October 1977).

Sagan stated that there is nothing in physics to prevent interstellar travel, I
although we can't possibly know all the problems that might be involved. He does
request "extremely convincing evidence of an advanced technology in a URO" before
he can accept it, though. He stated that he has always kept an open mind, but
there are many emotional factors in what makes believers and non-believers.

There are individuals who very strongly vant to believe that UFOs
are of intelligent extraterrestrial origin . . . things are so bad
down here, maybe somebody up there will come and save us from our-
selves. . . . There are also predisposing emotional factors in the
other direction; people who very much want to believe UFOs ate not
of extraterrestrial origin, because that would be threatening to
our conception of us as being the pinnacle of creation. 97/
Sagan feels that in order to justify an investigation on the order of that

suggested by Hynek, harder evidence is required, even though the study would prob
ably aid the studies of atmospheric physics and psychology. He recommended that
if Congress was truly interested in studying extraterrestrial life, it should
support the Mariner and Voyager programs of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and the radio astronoay programs of the National Science Fown-

dation, rather than UFOs. |

DR. ROBERT L. HALL, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS |

Dealing with UFOs from a purely socio-psychological basis, Hall began by
examiniog mass bysteria. He believes that some cases definitely result from
"hysterical contagion.”

S1/ id, pe 91.
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. Once people are sensitized to the existence of some kind of
phenomenon , . . uhere there is an ambiguous situation re-
quiring explanation, when there is emotion or anxiety asso. ciated wich this, resulting from the uncertainty, there
[sic] are precisely the conditions that have been observed
repeatedly as resulting in hac I shall call 'improvised
news." 98/
He cited several factors in determining whether hysterical contagion would

be at {ssue: reputation of the witnesses; quality and details of the report; if
there are motives for distortion or prevarication; if there is preexisting know
Ledge of whatever is being reported; if there vere multiple witnesses; if obser
vation vas through more than one medium (visual as well as radar, for example);
and so forth. He concluded that some cases looked very good in relation to the
above criteria, and that therefore all UFO sightings cannot be attributed to
hysterical contagion. He also noted that assimilation (trying to explain the
event in conventional terms before reaching the conclusion it is a UFO) is con-
trary to hysterical contagion in which people want to see strange objects.

Hall concluded that in the hard-core cases "hysterical contagion is highly
improbable.”

DR. JAMES A. HARDER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY

Dr. Harder was called as a witness to discuss propulsion systems necessary i
for interstellar travel and the types of maneuvers allegedly seen by witnesses. {
In Harder's opinion, "on the basis of the data and ordinary rules of evidence, t

+ as would be applied in civil or criminal courts, the physical reality of UFOs
: has been proved beyond a reasonable doubt." 99/

98/ Tbid., p. 101.

99/ bid. po 113.



many reports did not include noise as a factor. A 1960 California case was -

plied chemist from the University of California. The chemist noted that when !

he viewed the object through his polarized glasses, a series of rings appeared !

around it. Harder concluded that this was due to atmospheric disturbances from

phenomena we have demonstrations of scientific secrets we do not know ourselves.

i ered in Brazil. After many tests in that country and the United States, the ma-

other pieces of spaceships were searched for, they might easily be found. No

] scientific data of UFOs:

J 1. Establish an early warning network;

! 3. Cooperate with the Air Force for logistics and high speed
transport of these packages.
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. DR. ROBERT M. L. BAKER, JR., SENIOR SCIENTIST, COMPUTER SCIENCE
CORPORATION AND DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES

Beginning his testimony on semantical grounds, Dr. Baker cited a preference

for the term "anomalistic observational phenomena” (AOP) rather than unidentified

flying objects for the sake of clarity. Some "UFOs" are not reported to fly at

all, and whether they are "objects" or not is still in question.

He then recounted the history of his interest in AOPs beginning in 195

while he was with Douglas Aircraft Company. He viewed .several films sent to

Douglas by the Air Technical Intelligence Center for analysis, and became con-

vinced that the objects photographed vere mot natural phenomena.

Baker then described the problems involved in collecting data that could

be used for computer analysis, citing a lack of sensor equipment and systems.

He worked only with hard data, such as permanent photographs, rather than soft

data such as eyewitness accounts. Therefore, sensitive radar capsble of tracking

| A0Ps is crucial. A list of available tracking setups yielded only one which

Baker considered adequate, but could not discuss it due to its confidential

| nature.

Although he felt the phenomena were not natural, he was not willing to say

: they were extraterrestrial either, and advocateda research program.

Personally, I feel that it is premature for me to agree that the
hard and soft data forces the scientific community to give over-
riding attention to the hypothesis that the anomalistic observa-

| tions arise from manifestations of extraterrestrial beings . . .
The potential benefit of such a research project to science
should not hinge solely on the detection of intelligent extra-

. terrestrial life, it should be justified by the possibility of
gaining new insights into poorly understood phenomena, such as
ball Lightning. . . » 100/

| 100/ bid, po 132.
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7 he recomended setting up an interdisciplinary task force to ‘obtain hard and

soft data ‘supforted by a sensor system designed expressly for that purpose, pos- i
sibly a phased array radar. In addition, a space-based long-vave-Length infra-
red surveillance sensor system should be set up. We also suggested "technolog-
ical and behavioral pattern forecasting! studies to assess what extraterrestrial
life might be like, and that a study be made of the psychiatric/medical prob=

Leas of determining witness credibility.

Mricten Statements

As mentioned sbove, written statements were provided by six other persons.
| The respondents were:

Dr. Donald Menzel, Harvard College Observatory
De. 8. Leo Sprinkle, Division of Counseling and Testing, University

of yoaing
| Dr. Garey C. Henderson, Senior Research Scientist, Space Sciences,

General Dynamics
Me. Stanton 1. Friedamn, Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory

| Dr. Roger N. Shepard, Department of Psychology, Stanford University

Dr. Frank.R. Salisbury, Head, Plant Science Department, Utah State
| University

| 4. Private organisations

Although official responsibility for UFO investigations was charged to the
U.S. Air Force, may felt the issue was not receiving enough serious attention
and therefore formed their own organizations. These have played an important
role in the study of UFOs since 1952, when the fixat was formed in this country,
and their iaportance expanded when Project Blue Book was disbanded in 1969.
They are now the only places to which one can report a sighting with say expectation
of having it investigated.
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. Over the years a large nusber of these groups have come and gone, both in
the United States and abroad. A few of the larger groups are descrived below. i

| o 0

; The Aerial Phenomens Research Organization was the first private UFO group |
fored in the United States. Founded in 1952 by a Wisconsin couple, Coral and
Jim Lorenzen, APRO claims approximately 3,000 mesbers. The membership rolls
have varied substantially over the 31 years of APRO's operation, with the low

| in IFT aster the Condon Repost as issued he ds semen SEE
nished, APRO redirected its efforts from collecting reports to computerizing,

set up groups of scientific consultants in fields euch as metallurgy, plant
| pathology, and psychiatey. Their 45 consultants are listed under four cate-

gories: biological sciences, medical sciences, physical sciences, and social

APRO publishes a monthly newsletter, APRO Bulletin, and occasionally spon-
sors symposia and publishes their proceedings. The Lorenzens have written sev- .

J eral books, separately and jointly. APRO can be contacted at 3910 B. Kleindale
Rd., Tuscon, Arizona 85712; Telephone: (602) 793-1825.

b. Asc

Amalgamated Flying Saucer Clubs of America is primarily interested in
LL extratersestrisl somtacte, and dleseninates dessriptions of the experiences of

| persons who were allegedly contacted by extraterrestrial beings and books deal-
ing with UFOs. Ta publication, Flying Saucers International, appeared between
1956 and 1970. The group cen be contacted at P.0. Box 39, Yucca Valley, California
sazsa. © :
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co curs :

Organized in late 1973, the Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS) is quite unlike

either of the above organizations. Rather than a mesbership group, CUFOS is a ;

core of 26 scientists concerned about UFOs and willing to spend some of their

time investigating and debating the issue. It was founded by Northwestern Uni~

versity astronomer J. Allen Bynek, who has figured prominently throughout this :

roport as someone who has been involved with UFOs since 1948. He set up CUFOS

with the following purposes: (1) To be a place to which persons can report UFO !

experiences without fest of ridicule, and with the knowledge that their reports

will be given serious scientific attention; (2) To pursue a vigorous study of

such reports; (3) To be a source of reliable information to schools, universities,

scientific organizations, and the general public; (4) To sssist and guide in the

faternational study of the phenomenon; and (5) To aid in coordinating the efforts

: of the researchers.

The board is assisted by field investigators from the Mutual UFO Network

Cone below). CURDS keeps a computerized Liat of UFO cases that are reported to

| them, as well as others from the past, and has over 50,000 cases on record. They

operate a toll free nusber for police departments across the Nation, so that

} a UFO sighting can be passed on from the reporter, to the local police, to

UFOS for possible investigation. Some 80 percent of the cases can be ex

| plained as natural phenomena, but those that remain unidentified are subject |

i to further investigation.

: A tax-exempt, non-profit organization, OUFOS operates on donations from

{ individuals who are also interested in having UFO cases investigated. Contrib- :

utors receive the bimonthly International UFO Reporter and/or CUFOS Associate

Newsletter, as well as information on books in the field that can be purchased

through CUFOS. Technical papers are published in The Journal of UFO Studies
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(1979 and 1980 annual issues have ‘appeared thus far). For further information,
contact: Center for UFO Studies, 2.0. Box 1621, Lina, Ohio 45802; Telephones (419) ;

Is m-as31.

| 4 csicor| .

The Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranorasl
(SICOP) attempts to encourage the critical investigation of paranormal and
Sringe-science clans from a responsible, scientific point of view and to dis-
seainate factual information sbout the results of such inquiries . . ." CSICOP
was formed in 1976 and regards UFOs with skepticism. Critical articles about

in the comittee's journal, The Skeptical Inquirer. In 1977, the UFO Subeommit=

| no-nonsense information on Unidentified Flying Objects. . . .% The CSICOP/UFO
| Subconmitee aay be contacted at 1361 Foe Lane, San Jose, California. 35130.

|
| The Fund for UFO Research vas organized in 1979 "to seek public support

and to channel money into worthwhile [research] projects that show promise of

dispelling nyths and/or acquiring reliable scientific information [about UFOs]." |
The Fund seeks scientific data "that will help to evaluate current theories or :
provide the basis for new ones." At the present time, the Fund is supporting

. lawsuits to obtain the release of additional docunents about UFOs under the

. Preedon of Information Act. The Fund, among other projects, supported a prycho-
Logical study of UFO witnesses who claim to have been abducted by slleged alien  *
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beings, a computer study of UFO reports in Great Britain, and a slide/cape :

"presentation on the subject of UFOs for libraries, schools, and community groups.

The Fund's address is Box 277, Yount Rainier, Maryland 20822.

£. wron .

The Mutual UFO Network was formed on May 31, 1969 to answer four questions

about UFOS: ace they extraterrestrial craft, and if so, what is their method

of propulsion, where do they come from, and what can we learn from the beings

that pilot thea? The organization is divided into three levels of directors:

the overall coordinator, International Director Walter Andrus; State Directors;

and State-sestion Directors. Membership is only by invitation by one of these

| directors, so that "only qualified, competent, and sincere people may becone
fnvolved." Currently there are 1,000 such mesbers.

¥hen J. Allen Hynek set up the Center for UFO Studies (see above), MUEON

Volunteered the services of its 800 field investigators to support the Center's

| efforts. MUFON publishes che monthly MUFON UFO Journal, as well as the proceedings

from its annual MUFON Symposia. In 1971, they prepared a Field Investigator's

sonal for studying UFOs, which was updated in 1975 and again in 1982 by Raymond E.

| Fowler.
MUFON can be contacted ac 103 Oldtowne Road, Seguin, Texas 7811S; Tele-

phone: (512) 379-9216. For subscriptions to MUEON UFO Journal, write:

| 26 Hest Beve, Quine, Titonis 61201.

5 Now

{ he National Tavestigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena was formed in

1956 by Mejor Donald Keshoo, who believes in the extraterrestrial hypothe-

sia, and was convinced that the Air Force was waging a conspiracy against hin


